Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: Evolve XS -- spray
dsouza - June 7, 2013, 4:34 pm

Hey fellows.
So I've been reading up all the threads on evolve and came across hundreds of testomonial
experiences from you guys and others on how its great at social turning into sexual contact.
It is apparently one of the few mones that will get women chasing you, texting you , and gets all the
young ones too even if your older.. I hear it attracts caucausions for some are darker skinned
women for others.. Hit ranges have been 18-50.
But enough of what I've read.. I am interested in some thing I don't know about your experiences.
How many of you have successfully CLOSED with evolve on. And just evolve spray.. I mean SEX..
not just chit chat, text messages, women stalking you (which is all great and attention does feel
great doesn't it comrades?) but actual lay reports.
Very rarely does a mone product make women so eager to come on to a man, chase a man etc (A
man who shows some interest that is by flirting, talking, joking etc) and still turn them on physically
to be dominated by a man in bed (Which shows more aggression from a man than restraint). Yet I
heard of testomonials that say with this mix you feel like the man in bed too. Like you wanna take
the lead. But yet the woman chase you and take the lead in the beginning. Kinda like get her to
want you then give it to her....
So I'm interested in knowing if you think this mone mix is a good mix for first dates, or even into 2nd
, 3rd, and dates involving sex..? Or do you think you need something stronger when it comes time
for sex closing?
Blade - June 7, 2013, 4:54 pm

(06-07-2013 11:34 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Hey fellows.
So I've been reading up all the threads on evolve and came across hundreds of testomonial
experiences from you guys and others on how its great at social turning into sexual contact.
It is apparently one of the few mones that will get women chasing you, texting you , and gets all the
young ones too even if your older.. I hear it attracts caucausions for some are darker skinned
women for others.. Hit ranges have been 18-50.
But enough of what I've read.. I am interested in some thing I don't know about your experiences.
How many of you have successfully CLOSED with evolve on. And just evolve spray.. I mean SEX..
not just chit chat, text messages, women stalking you (which is all great and attention does feel
great doesn't it comrades?) but actual lay reports.
Very rarely does a mone product make women so eager to come on to a man, chase a man etc (A
man who shows some interest that is by flirting, talking, joking etc) and still turn them on physically

to be dominated by a man in bed (Which shows more aggression from a man than restraint). Yet I
heard of testomonials that say with this mix you feel like the man in bed too. Like you wanna take
the lead. But yet the woman chase you and take the lead in the beginning. Kinda like get her to
want you then give it to her....
So I'm interested in knowing if you think this mone mix is a good mix for first dates, or even into 2nd
, 3rd, and dates involving sex..? Or do you think you need something stronger when it comes time
for sex closing?
Evolve is A great product, very social with a sexual edge ime, be careful of what you read though,
evolve aswell as a lot of Steves products get massively over hyped on the forum. Yes I have closed
with 1 spray of evolve once with a blonde 19 yo nurse, but apart from that I think for me evolve is
much better suited to day wear.
dsouza - June 7, 2013, 5:04 pm

(06-07-2013 11:54 AM)Blade Wrote: &nbsp;Evolve is A great product, very social with a sexual
edge ime, be careful of what you read though, evolve aswell as a lot of Steves products get
massively over hyped on the forum. Yes I have closed with 1 spray of evolve once with a blonde 19
yo nurse, but apart from that I think for me evolve is much better suited to day wear.
May I ask if you've ever tried 2 or 3 sprays during the daytime and if so what effect did you notice?
Steve has emphasized in his advertising that evolve is better suited for evening/night wear at clubs,
parties, and bars.
You say in your experience its better suited to daywear... Does that mean malls, work, school,
libraries etc ?
From what I've read it doesn't turn sexual right away, it takes several hours.. Have you tried
spending 1+ hrs with a women to see its effect on them? Have you tried it on dates lasting more
than 3 hrs?
Have you tried it on older women? Like 30+... did you see any response around them? Sex does
come easier as women get older (I know I shouldn't stereotype but it is true for many) as they get
hornier than younger women.. Some MILFs are twisted.. but I digress
Blade - June 7, 2013, 6:45 pm

(06-07-2013 12:04 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;May I ask if you've ever tried 2 or 3 sprays during the
daytime and if so what effect did you notice?
Steve has emphasized in his advertising that evolve is better suited for evening/night wear at clubs,
parties, and bars.
You say in your experience its better suited to daywear... Does that mean malls, work, school,
libraries etc ?
From what I've read it doesn't turn sexual right away, it takes several hours.. Have you tried
spending 1+ hrs with a women to see its effect on them? Have you tried it on dates lasting more
than 3 hrs?
Have you tried it on older women? Like 30+... did you see any response around them? Sex does
come easier as women get older (I know I shouldn't stereotype but it is true for many) as they get
hornier than younger women.. Some MILFs are twisted.. but I digress
Yes I have tried evolve at 2 sprays in the day and didn't seem to give me any stronger results, I
don't see the point in a "sexual" product that you have to wait several hours to get that effect, but

steve has said that all the molecules in the mix diffuse at the same rate so that it doesn't become to
aggressive, I have found this to be true and I don't see much of a change in effects from start to
finish.
Don't get me wrong I love evolve in oil and alcohol, it is very versatile and attractive to women
young and old, it is also good at disarming the AMOGS, and is still effective in clubs and bars, but it
does seem a little too buffered for me, the best results I have had have all been in the day time.
Spearfisher - June 7, 2013, 7:57 pm

So far New Pheromone Additive is the only one I'm getting laid hits...
Testing Evolve oil right now (solo) will report if I get good hits!
dsouza - June 7, 2013, 8:15 pm

(06-07-2013 2:57 PM)Spearfisher Wrote: &nbsp;So far New Pheromone Additive is the only one I'm
getting laid hits...
Testing Evolve oil right now (solo) will report if I get good hits!
Yes please do.. Also do you have the spray? I would like to know how the spray fairs with you
comrade.
I've ordered the spray product in nobility.. Oils have always given me trouble for one reason or
another. Mine is on the way so I look forward to testing.. I see it was shipped out only hrs after I
purchased it.. Fantastic SteveO!
dsouza - June 7, 2013, 10:07 pm

Anybody tried Evolve XS specifically to pick up waitresses in daytime, say around afternoon
lunch..Keep in mind they are at work so its business to them but waitessing at a restaurant is also
social. It seems evolve needs time to work and a waitress doesn't "hang around" long enough
between tables to be exposed to your evolve signature for long. Secondly, its daytime. Anyone
successfully pulled this off?
I recall reading a post by a user (testomonial) that stated evolve was used in MC D's to pick up a
girl! So who knows!
My bottle should be arriving soon , just don't want to offend my waitress friends in a rather family
oriented restaurant.
DGamer - June 7, 2013, 11:15 pm

(06-07-2013 12:04 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;May I ask if you've ever tried 2 or 3 sprays during the
daytime and if so what effect did you notice?
Steve has emphasized in his advertising that evolve is better suited for evening/night wear at clubs,
parties, and bars.
You say in your experience its better suited to daywear... Does that mean malls, work, school,
libraries etc ?
From what I've read it doesn't turn sexual right away, it takes several hours.. Have you tried
spending 1+ hrs with a women to see its effect on them? Have you tried it on dates lasting more
than 3 hrs?
Have you tried it on older women? Like 30+... did you see any response around them? Sex does

come easier as women get older (I know I shouldn't stereotype but it is true for many) as they get
hornier than younger women.. Some MILFs are twisted.. but I digress Dosing should be 1 spray if
used alone, 2 sprays if mixed with something else. I tried running around with more than that and
let's just say people thought I would rape them.
Now I can't really compare day to night, but just know that you're pretty much projecting an aura
that you want sex.
I had kids' moms giving me big smiles so it does work on older women
D_Darko - June 8, 2013, 8:27 am

Personally I would never go above 1 spray. Hell, even one can be overwhelming but that might just
be my body chemistry. I don't get how you guys can pull off multiple sprays of this stuff, seriously.
dsouza - June 8, 2013, 8:50 am

(06-08-2013 3:27 AM)D_Darko Wrote: &nbsp;Personally I would never go above 1 spray. Hell,
even one can be overwhelming but that might just be my body chemistry. I don't get how you guys
can pull off multiple sprays of this stuff, seriously.
I definitely don't plan on using more than 1 spray in the restaurant.. but do you think this product will
shine there? Or do you think it can ruin my interactions?
And for none products lower dosages always agreed with me.. I don't see how it will be any
different with Evolve.
alphavitea - June 8, 2013, 1:44 pm

(06-08-2013 3:27 AM)D_Darko Wrote: &nbsp;Personally I would never go above 1 spray. Hell,
even one can be overwhelming but that might just be my body chemistry. I don't get how you guys
can pull off multiple sprays of this stuff, seriously.
I'm 38 and I can safely load up on none products. Two sprays evolve work for me and I just ordered
dirty p so any time I need a none kick I can add a drop.
Age has a lot to do with dosage. I go super high on none and I'm totally fine. With evolve oil i
usually stick to one drop.
Snoopyace - June 8, 2013, 2:58 pm

(06-08-2013 8:44 AM)alphavitea Wrote: &nbsp;I'm 38 and I can safely load up on none products.
Two sprays evolve work for me and I just ordered dirty p so any time I need a none kick I can add a
drop.
Age has a lot to do with dosage. I go super high on none and I'm totally fine. With evolve oil i
usually stick to one drop.
I'm jealous. I'm 39 and have to be more careful with how much androstenone I wear because I tend
to intimidate too much if I have a lot of ~none on. One drop of Evolve is magical for me. I can only
wear 2 if I have a few hours before I go anywhere or people treat me like the Godfather.
thundr - June 8, 2013, 3:20 pm

While age does have a part in none dosing I feel its mostly dependent on natural hormone levels.
I'm 37 and I have to be very careful with none or I OD. I don't get challenged or have male
aggression directed at me, its more like snoop said, its intimidating to ppl. Most girls ghost me, beta
guys go into some bitch submission mode, and alpha types tend to feel the need to prove their
manliness in overt displays. Overcompensating.

I found out I can run higher none levels when I'm cutting as compared to bulking. Cutting lowers my
natural test levels bc I'm doing cardio, limiting food intake, and resting more. Bulking I'm balls out
high reps low weight and resting very little in between sets. Also consuming protein like some
prehistoric monster.
This brought a conclusion to mind that none dosing has alot to do with your own testosterone
metabolism. How your body is currently handling its testosterone levels is a huge factor in none
dosage.
gatsby - June 8, 2013, 4:44 pm

I have the Evolve Spray and to be honest its the least used in the ACE pack for me. I like using a
none (or nighttime) product for the hit you over the head effects and for my body Evolve doesn't do
that.
I feel its a lot more social than sexual though I can feel the sexual undertones (hard to explain). I
too have had the best effects during the day - read my ACE review thread for the details. I've worn
it at night at a club (prob 6/7 times now) and didn't like it for that kind of atmosphere where hit you
over the head mixes work better. I've never gotten the girls chase you around and want to jump you
effect but then again I haven't gotten that with very many products.
I'm kind of at an impasse with Evolve b/c I don't think its quite suitable for a professional
environment and I don't think its great for clubs. It's much better in dates or if you already have a
girlfriend to get her really worked up before the special time. I haven't tried it in malls or coffeeshops
yet but based on what I know so far I think those might also be great places to use it. I guess I need
to branch out my testing more as I work all day then go out to bars/clubs there's not much in
between for me right now.
I have the spray version so maybe the oil is better (but probably not going to invest money to find
out) and also I've only ever used 1 spray at a time. Most of the time I mix it with cohesion (also tried
glace but didn't have good results) I will try the full ACE sometime soon to see if Ascend and the
Cops helps kick up the Evolve a bit. Maybe someone else who's run the full combo can elaborate.
Spearfisher - June 8, 2013, 10:10 pm

(06-07-2013 3:15 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Yes please do.. Also do you have the spray? I would
like to know how the spray fairs with you comrade.
I've ordered the spray product in nobility.. Oils have always given me trouble for one reason or
another. Mine is on the way so I look forward to testing.. I see it was shipped out only hrs after I
purchased it.. Fantastic SteveO!
I have spray but I prefer oil products if available. What kind of trouble did you have with oils?
One drop Evolve oil (FXS) didn't bring up any sexual tension last night... (I was with a girl that I had
sex before) It didn't make me horny either... I'll try two drops next time...
whatupbrah - June 9, 2013, 3:20 am

Ive used this around my gf and it hits her hard everytime. She went as far as even asking me "what
are you doing different? " Her being my gf we have sex frequently but while I have evolve on she is
hornier, more talkitive in bed and orgasms more. I absolutely love how she acts around me as well.
Its almost as if to her no man comes close to me. I love it honestly.
Sent from my SGH-T999 using Tapatalk 2
Ragnar - June 9, 2013, 6:34 am

(06-08-2013 10:20 PM)whatupbrah Wrote: &nbsp;Ive used this around my gf and it hits her hard
everytime. She went as far as even asking me "what are you doing different? " Her being my gf we
have sex frequently but while I have evolve on she is hornier, more talkitive in bed and orgasms
more. I absolutely love how she acts around me as well. Its almost as if to her no man comes close
to me. I love it honestly.
Sent from my SGH-T999 using Tapatalk 2
Is that with Evolve solo, or in combo with anything else?
Snoopyace - June 9, 2013, 7:27 am

(06-08-2013 10:20 PM)whatupbrah Wrote: &nbsp;Ive used this around my gf and it hits her hard
everytime. She went as far as even asking me "what are you doing different? " Her being my gf we
have sex frequently but while I have evolve on she is hornier, more talkitive in bed and orgasms
more. I absolutely love how she acts around me as well. Its almost as if to her no man comes close
to me. I love it honestly.
Sent from my SGH-T999 using Tapatalk 2
I can TOTALLY relate. I LOVED the Evolve spray and really love it in the oil.
whatupbrah - June 9, 2013, 11:40 am

That's using it solo. I tried it out once with scent of eros and I saw no difference. It worked just as
good. The self effects I get from scent of eros make it a nice mix though.
Sent from my SGH-T999 using Tapatalk 2
D_Darko - June 9, 2013, 1:40 pm

(06-08-2013 3:50 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;I definitely don't plan on using more than 1 spray in the
restaurant.. but do you think this product will shine there? Or do you think it can ruin my
interactions?
And for none products lower dosages always agreed with me.. I don't see how it will be any
different with Evolve.
Well, there's only one way to know for sure ;)
dsouza - June 10, 2013, 6:40 pm

(06-08-2013 10:20 AM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;While age does have a part in none dosing I feel its
mostly dependent on natural hormone levels.
I'm 37 and I have to be very careful with none or I OD. I don't get challenged or have male
aggression directed at me, its more like snoop said, its intimidating to ppl. Most girls ghost me, beta
guys go into some bitch submission mode, and alpha types tend to feel the need to prove their
manliness in overt displays. Overcompensating.
I found out I can run higher none levels when I'm cutting as compared to bulking. Cutting lowers my
natural test levels bc I'm doing cardio, limiting food intake, and resting more. Bulking I'm balls out
high reps low weight and resting very little in between sets. Also consuming protein like some
prehistoric monster.
This brought a conclusion to mind that none dosing has alot to do with your own testosterone
metabolism. How your body is currently handling its testosterone levels is a huge factor in none
dosage.
Hey friend

Can OD of none also be dependent not just on age, on hormones of testosterone, but also if one
LOOKS and APPEARS intimidating?

In other words a 40 year old man who has low test, may still OD on none just because of his look?
dsouza - June 10, 2013, 9:59 pm

My bottle of evolve xs came in today and I was excited to give it a try. I ordered it in Nobility.
Around 5:30 pm I headed out of my condo with 1 spray on. I I liked the smell of nobility.
I noticed children gathered in the lobby were all looking at me. I smiled but felt wierd saying
anything to them as they're so young but noticed they kept looking at me as if there was no
intimidation.
When I got into the elevator to head down to the garage a lady with child asked me "which floor do
you want?" This was uncharasteristic of people.. they usually don't ask in my building.
On the drive to pick up my female friend from work I found myself listening intently to the radio and
the jokes and even laughing at them and smiling. I didn't pay any attention to what was happening
outside my car except for the street lights. It seems I was becoming introverted.
Now 1 hr has gone by with product I pick up my friend and we head out to grab a bite to eat at a
cafe.
This is where either A) The product failed miserably B) The product shows different colors and
didn't agree with me
I Became EXTREMELY introverted. RAGE. VERY IMPATIENT. NOTHING TO SAY to my friend
who was as sweet as she always is.. I found the look I got an hr prior were all history.. I was now
getting cashiers looking afraid of me as if I was a rapist and no women at dinner spots glancing in
my direction.
Over the next hr the product caused so much rage I was in a verbal fight with my friend after 6
months of not arguing. I didn't like the fact that she was so quiet (which she always is but it doesn't
bother me as I have plenty to say).. Well not tonight.. i had nothing to say.. I was VERY introverted...
I felt to myself.
Then it hit me.. 20 mcg NONE! You got it.. I always had trouble with anything more than 10 mcg
none and thats if I mixed it with a ton of glace.
Well its now 3 hrs later.. i still feel hostility , rage, introversion, and inability to relax. I am not sure
why the none in this product broke down on my skin so quickly. I was expecting it to hit after 4-5
hrs not now.
In any case I don't know why all these bad effects like introversion, anger, short temper, and
impatience hit so quickly and so suddenly. Nothing in the environment could of caused this to
happen except maybe a sudden surge of friendliness to avoidance making the impact on how I
perceived and how I acted so drastic.
All in all I didn't test it in a bar.. It was a cafe in the evening and a coffee shop. If I was on a date I'd
have nothing smart to say.. this product doesn't help you think at all.

It can't be my mind and me because when I wear other less heavier none products this doesn't
happen to me.
Ok so some unopinionated facts:
A)Nobility smells great
B) This product DOESN"T get me talking or taking action like p75 would
C) This product makes me very introverted
D) The more introverted this product makes me the more angry I become at myself because my
communication skills go down the drain.
E) This product shined (was social) the first 1hr and then it was all downhill (introversion and rage)
Verdict? It doesn't agree with me. But i'm sure it works for many others based on the reviews I've
read.
If you're naturally a gabber who needs to shut up more and be more manly this product may help
you.
If you're like me and already very hesitant for words around strangers and have a more masculine
look in body and face this product will only intimidate more.
Note: I am not putting down SteveO product. I'm putting down my experience with it.
kmacc45 - June 10, 2013, 10:23 pm

Instead of spaying, try dropping it. Starting with one and work your way up
thundr - June 11, 2013, 12:54 am

(06-10-2013 1:40 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Hey friend
Can OD of none also be dependent not just on age, on hormones of testosterone, but also if one
LOOKS and APPEARS intimidating?

In other words a 40 year old man who has low test, may still OD on none just because of his look?
That's a good observation. No age isn't the only factor in social interactions with none.
It's been in my experience that the way you look lets you get away with wearing more none or
places limits on how much none you can wear. Whether it be on purpose or accidental OD often its
amplified by what others perceive you to be. Sort of like if it fits the part or not. Stephen hawking
couldn't pull off 30mcg of none. It would confuse ppl and they would ghost him. First thing ppl do
when you are wearing none is size you up to see if all that none makes sense. Social dynamics are
regressed into a primitive level. if you don't fit their perception then you get ghosted or challenged.
How you carry yourself has alot to do with social interaction with or without mones. I'm 37, 6'1,
covered in ink, and carry a lot of muscle mass. Even without mones I can tend to shy ppl off me if I
dont stay loose.
Mones are just 10%. How you walk talk and interact can have much more impact than mones. If
you find yourself accidentally pushing ppl off you then work on lightening up body language and
tone of voice.
Low test can be remedied often with a good liver detox and strict avoidance of xenoestrogen
containing products. Then adjust diet and start doing compound exercises in the gym. If that doesn't

work then HRT is the next best choice.
Mars82 - June 11, 2013, 1:49 am

(06-10-2013 5:23 PM)kmacc45 Wrote: &nbsp;Instead of spaying, try dropping it. Starting with one
and work your way up
Or if you have one of the empty XS sample bottles, you could put Evolve in there as 1 spray is
equivalent to only half a spray of the regular bottle, so you just get half of the Evolve dosage with 1
spray.
veramis - June 11, 2013, 12:21 pm

(06-10-2013 4:59 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Then it hit me.. 20 mcg NONE! You got it.. I always had
trouble with anything more than 10 mcg none and thats if I mixed it with a ton of glace.
You can reduce dosage per spray by diluting it with about 9 part everclear and 1 part dpg, or mixing
it with other mones in a small bottle.
I've been thinking about diluting ascend and cohesion oil since I get the feeling they may be too
high dosage for me, but not sure what dpg and alcohol ratio to add
dsouza - June 11, 2013, 12:33 pm

(06-10-2013 7:54 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;Low test can be remedied often with a good liver detox
and strict avoidance of xenoestrogen containing products. Then adjust diet and start doing
compound exercises in the gym. If that doesn't work then HRT is the next best choice.
I agree with your advice on low test.. been ona liver cleanse for 1 month now and feeling all
supplements working better. Also have been doing compound exercises and have noticed my sex
drive is up. Not like at 25 but not bad given my age (40+)
As for image I'm only 5'7-5'8" and 170.. I don't carry huge amounts of muscle but at the same time
am not super social or friendly.. I am also blood type O.. I think that is why I OD on heavy none so
easily. Also lots of injuries from MMA in my 20's have lead me to neck pain, tmj, shoulder injuries,
back and knee injuries. How can anyone be relaxed and look friendly after taking so much
punishment?
Good thing I got out of that life. Been in a long standing relationship for 10 years.. Just got out of it
last october. Being single at 40+ sucks.. its hard to live like 25.. More money , mones, etc but the
body isn't what it used to be, and I find it difficult to party till 4 am and eat anything I want like a 25
year old.
Mones have changed with age.. Seems lower none products work better for me NOW than at 25
which is ironic because it should be the opposite.
Goes to show OD on none can be great even if test is lower and age is higher if one looks
aggressive , unalert or intimidating in the least.
thundr - June 11, 2013, 2:44 pm

(06-11-2013 7:33 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Also lots of injuries from MMA in my 20's have lead me
to neck pain, tmj, shoulder injuries, back and knee injuries. How can anyone be relaxed and look
friendly after taking so much punishment?

Question is my friend, how can someone NOT be relaxed from all that? Lol. I'm right there with ya
Ive been battered as well. Ive been in martial arts since I was 7 and joined MMA in college at 17
under a guy who trained direct under rickson gracie. We rolled in an unfinished moldy basement
nogi style. However the bulk of my residual injuries were from muay thai and streetfights. Back then

you were either a jit guy or striker. There was little crossover. I wanted both so I joined a kickboxing
gym too.
This guy was a champion boxer from thailand. He was also a sadist. He was all about limb
destruction. "why attack leaves when trunk and branches hold them up?" That fucking little guy..
So I brought that into my fights. My philosophy was I'm the meanest, smartest, most athletic MMA
guy you ever seen and if this is just a hobby for you.. you're gonna get hurt. I was never the glorious
jit guy with stellar finishes. I just beat every bodypart until you couldn't take it anymore or didn't wake
up. To all the upcoming MMA guys, learn pressure points. It will make you a remarkable fighter.
So 3 anger management classes later, criminal records and assault charges lawsuits, horrible
arthritis in my hands, a left knee that hates going down stairs, too many scars to count, getting
stabbed, and a right elbow that doesn't like to straighten out sometimes-- I decided I needed a
lifestyle change at 26. Permanent injury to my intestines was the last straw. Just bc your abs are
made of iron doesn't mean the organs behind it are.
My 3rd anger management class was voluntary and honestly the most help. It was 1 on 1 and out
of pocket. The guy was amazing and he opened my eyes to what I had become based on my past.
Was I to let a troubled childhood continue to dictate my future? No matter my victories or losses or
how badass I was, I always tell ppl the hardest fight I ever had was against myself.
You have to find inner peace through whatever means works for you. Once that happens
everything just falls in place. Ppl can see it and you don't have to worry how you are acting or
carrying yourself, if you are intimidating them or making ppl nervous.
Ppl always ask do I miss it. Hell yeah who wouldnt. Being made of metal, ppl fearing you, the thrill
and high of being on top, incredible shape, a reputation that walks in the door hours before you do.
Being a walking natural disaster.
What I don't miss is the raw anger at the world. The high I got from hurting males. The injuries, the
guilt from hurt I placed on ppl both physically and mentally, the overall chaos that lived in my head. I
beat that demon and he is no longer welcome in my world.
Sorry for the threadjack, but the principle point is that sometimes even when the trauma of it all
subsides, a lot remains that is unhealed and unhealthy. It is up to us, and only us, to remedy this.
We use mones to amplify social interaction but they are only 10% of the equation. The rest is left to
our conscious and subconscious minds and how we project it to the world from inside.
dsouza - June 11, 2013, 2:58 pm

(06-11-2013 9:44 AM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;Question is my friend, how can someone NOT be
relaxed from all that? Lol. I'm right there with ya Ive been battered as well. Ive been in martial arts
since I was 7 and joined MMA in college at 17 under a guy who trained direct under rickson gracie.
We rolled in an unfinished moldy basement nogi style. However the bulk of my residual injuries were
from muay thai and streetfights. Back then you were either a jit guy or striker. There was little
crossover. I wanted both so I joined a kickboxing gym too.
This guy was a champion boxer from thailand. He was also a sadist. He was all about limb
destruction. "why attack leaves when trunk and branches hold them up?" That fucking little guy..
So I brought that into my fights. My philosophy was I'm the meanest, smartest, most athletic MMA
guy you ever seen and if this is just a hobby for you.. you're gonna get hurt. I was never the glorious
jit guy with stellar finishes. I just beat every bodypart until you couldn't take it anymore or didn't wake
up. To all the upcoming MMA guys, learn pressure points. It will make you a remarkable fighter.

So 3 anger management classes later, criminal records and assault charges lawsuits, horrible
arthritis in my hands, a left knee that hates going down stairs, too many scars to count, getting
stabbed, and a right elbow that doesn't like to straighten out sometimes-- I decided I needed a
lifestyle change at 26. Permanent injury to my intestines was the last straw. Just bc your abs are
made of iron doesn't mean the organs behind it are.
My 3rd anger management class was voluntary and honestly the most help. It was 1 on 1 and out
of pocket. The guy was amazing and he opened my eyes to what I had become based on my past.
Was I to let a troubled childhood continue to dictate my future? No matter my victories or losses or
how badass I was, I always tell ppl the hardest fight I ever had was against myself.
You have to find inner peace through whatever means works for you. Once that happens
everything just falls in place. Ppl can see it and you don't have to worry how you are acting or
carrying yourself, if you are intimidating them or making ppl nervous.
Ppl always ask do I miss it. Hell yeah who wouldnt. Being made of metal, ppl fearing you, the thrill
and high of being on top, incredible shape, a reputation that walks in the door hours before you do.
Being a walking natural disaster.
What I don't miss is the raw anger at the world. The high I got from hurting males. The injuries, the
guilt from hurt I placed on ppl both physically and mentally, the overall chaos that lived in my head. I
beat that demon and he is no longer welcome in my world.
Sorry for the threadjack, but the principle point is that sometimes even when the trauma of it all
subsides, a lot remains that is unhealed and unhealthy. It is up to us, and only us, to remedy this.
We use mones to amplify social interaction but they are only 10% of the equation. The rest is left to
our conscious and subconscious minds and how we project it to the world from inside.
Now I know why they call you THUNDR.. Enough said.
dsouza - June 11, 2013, 3:20 pm

Ok so with the advice on this forum I decided to go out with less EVOLVE and give it a shot.
Today was different. From the time i put it on to the 2.5 hr mark I had women waving at me in
coffee shops, smiles from lots of people, then at the mall women coming up to me asking me if I
know where certain stores are (This one woman in particular didn't know where a certain store was..
i never have been there.. Damnit I could of number closed her by walking her there. I offered help
to her by telling her to ask the coffee store 10 feet away but she declined.. BANG it hit me.. Why
would she decline something so simple to ask. It was a HIT by all regards). Then throughout the
next hour I felt continued surge of confidence.. I went up to a lady in a booth in the mall I always see
and opened her without business in mind.. I started off with the line "I just came by to say hi .. and
ended with getting her name and telling her I'd see her again.. She was married but was laughing,
joking smiling at every stupid silly thing I could utter. Whoever said you don't need game for a hit to
occur is really spot on the money.. I could just be myself in the moment. I think if I had better
knowledge of the mall and where every store is next time it will be a great place to pickup in
daytime.. that's my homework. Damn that lady who came up to me was a 30 something milf... too
bad.
Ok here's the thing after the 2.5 hr mark things began to get more introverted. I tended to attract
the attention of hotter looking woman in stores but wasn't as social and couldn't think as clearly as
when only the socials hit.
This leads me to believe SteveO is right on the money when he markets this product as a date or

nighttime club mix. After 2.5-3 hrs your left with the will to do nothing but makeout , feelup, or screw,
and if your using it randomly at the mall it better be in the social zone of the mix because if you
catch a hot woman in the heavy none zone shes not going to be dtf or kiss or anything if she doesn't
know you.
I think 2.5 hrs is a good ratio , after all how much can you socialize before you turn things physical?
You need to get physical at some point. So dinner dates, clubs, and even afternoon dates works. if
you just want to number close women you have best chances during the initial hrs.
The only thing I would like more is to know how to extend the social time of the mix under certain
circumstances (non dates) if possible as thats where it shines for picking up strangers.
A piece of advice , spray this on 5 minutes before your date arrives.. It kicks in right away.. It
doesn't take hrs for effects and if you spray too early you'll miss the social zone (all it takes is for
your date to be late).
Tommorrow goal, go to 2 malls and MEMORIZE every stores location and how to get there. Soon
I'll be a body of knowledge and ready to help people with the most common pickup question if they
open you there ("Do you know where xxx is").
But still that gives me a 2.5 hr window to meet women of age without looking too desparate trying to
pick up every woman in site and getting schooled by security.
I find women who work in stores hard to pick up... they come to serve you and its more talk about
business from the get go which kills attraction unless your there to buy which = going broke pretty
soon if thats your means to getting numbers .
This product works but use it as advertised. BTW I realized something yesterdays dose was not 1
spray it was 1.5.. I realized the first spray came out hardly out of the new bottle and I pushed the
button again.. Today I used just 1 spray.. I don't think dropping to half will help because it will tame
the social aspects to the point where maybe they won't hit me over the head either.
Bottom line this product is the FIRST mix I've ever used where a 30 something hot milf came up to
me with a question that could of got me her number. I did nothing to intiate, not even eye contact.
On a date I don't doubt this mix would work wonders but it helps if you go in with at least 3
questions you'd like to ask a woman to start conversations to lead things in a romantic direction. But
in random settings like malls , cafes, and out and about it helps if you know enough about the
setting to answer questions. I was totally unprepared.. To this day I am always the one initiating. I
wasn't used to the shock of a question like that and an approach out of the blue.
The chance of me getting physical during the morning or daytime with a stranger is basically nil
which is why I ask, do you (STEVEO or others) have any advice on how I could extend the social
duration of the mix during non date settings. It works better than other socials I've tried as women
initiate!
SS108 - June 11, 2013, 3:44 pm

(06-10-2013 5:23 PM)kmacc45 Wrote: &nbsp;Instead of spaying, try dropping it. Starting with one
and work your way up
Kmacc,
Are you saying that 1 drop is less than 1 spray? Please clarify.

Evolve really does not work too well for me so I was thinking of dabbing it.
Thank you.
dsouza - June 12, 2013, 8:00 pm

(06-11-2013 10:44 AM)SS108 Wrote: &nbsp;Kmacc,
Are you saying that 1 drop is less than 1 spray? Please clarify.
Evolve really does not work too well for me so I was thinking of dabbing it.
Thank you.
How old are you Kmacc? When you say it doesn't work TOO WELL what do you mean? What
DOES it do for you?
dsouza - June 12, 2013, 8:34 pm

How long do you guys find it takes for the self effects of evolve to hit you? 5 min, 10, 20, 30? I
could of sworn I notice differences in the way I feel (more focus, better mood, more upbeat) within
10 min of applying it.. Now that has got to be one of the fasting acting self effects times I've seen.
Anyone care to comment on their SELF EFFECT experiences
SS108 - June 12, 2013, 10:39 pm

(06-12-2013 3:00 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;How old are you Kmacc? When you say it doesn't
work TOO WELL what do you mean? What DOES it do for you?
Dsouza,
I think you are addressing this to me. I have tried from 1 spray to 2 sprays and really did not see
much of an effect more or less.
You have a PM.
dsouza - June 20, 2013, 3:28 am

Next hit.
Went out with 1 spray Evolvexs around 4 pm to local cafe. Soon as I walked in one girl greeted me
and asked me how my day was , I just nodded as I was a little exhausted today after having sex.
So I go sit down to eat and this indian girl a table away who looked to be alone was not making any
eye contact with me. She never did.. But here's the wierd thing, she would twitch like crazy after 3-4
min exposure.. She would swing her thighs back and forth under the table and I could of sworn at
one point she tried to touch her vagina and stroke it for a few seconds. I was watching this behavior
in kinda shock.. don't know if this is common from evolvexs. If she had any interest in me she
should of at least looked.
Then I moved to another table. The same girl who opened me when I walked in was cleaning
tables near me.. I opened her somehow knowing what to say. "You work here all the time".. We got
into a huge conversation.. In the end it seems she was hanging onto my every word and laughing at
every joke. I asked her her age and she said 22. Then she'd ask mine.. I asked her what she does
at her job, she explained , then she asked me the same. It seems she really took an interest in me
not just answering my questions but asking me stuff. We exchanged names. When she asked me
my age I said I stopped telling people after I hit 30. She told me I don't look more than 30.

Well all in all she was DARK haired and spanish.. Big beautiful face and nice round butt. I dare say
I will not take a woman of such low age seriously but I may enjoy getting to know her more and
"having fun" with her in the short term.
She was definitely into me.. It stuck me evolvexs is what did the trick.
Oh one other thing, the young blonde 18 year old who normally talks to me in the cash didn't say a
word she looked at me like I was a rapist. I tell you evolvexs doesn't work to well on YOUNG
blondes.. Older blondes seem to be ok with it if you open them.
D_Darko - June 21, 2013, 12:29 pm

(06-11-2013 10:44 AM)SS108 Wrote: &nbsp;Kmacc,
Are you saying that 1 drop is less than 1 spray? Please clarify.
Evolve really does not work too well for me so I was thinking of dabbing it.
Thank you.
Yeah man, 1 drop is considerably less than 1 spray. I think 1 spray equals 3-4 drops from a
dropper. So basically he's saying try wearing less and see if that works better.
benz4 - January 3, 2014, 10:21 pm

Last night i scored with 1 spray evolve and 1 spray of cohesion. Usually my goto to get laid is 1 drop
of evolve oil instead of spray but i decided to experiment with spray. For some reason the spray
worked alot better even though i always hear how the oils hit harder. The girl i was with basically
raped me maybe it was a fluke but will be doing more testing with spray.
V-nice - January 4, 2014, 12:05 am

(01-03-2014 5:21 PM)benz4 Wrote: &nbsp;Last night i scored with 1 spray evolve and 1 spray of
cohesion. Usually my goto to get laid is 1 drop of evolve oil instead of spray but i decided to
experiment with spray. For some reason the spray worked alot better even though i always hear
how the oils hit harder. The girl i was with basically raped me maybe it was a fluke but will be doing
more testing with spray.
Outstanding! That was by no means a fluke benz4! Evolve is one of the HARDEST sexuals on the
market right now! Women get super horny and submissive I've noticed!
Go ahead, try it again! I bet you she won't say no...I never got a "NO" in the bedroom when it
comes to Evolve!...NEVER!! Then paired with Cohesion, It's just not fair!
MMM - January 4, 2014, 12:28 am

(01-03-2014 5:21 PM)benz4 Wrote: &nbsp;Last night i scored with 1 spray evolve and 1 spray of
cohesion. Usually my goto to get laid is 1 drop of evolve oil instead of spray but i decided to
experiment with spray. For some reason the spray worked alot better even though i always hear
how the oils hit harder. The girl i was with basically raped me maybe it was a fluke but will be doing
more testing with spray.
Was this a regular THRUSTING PARTNER, or a new victim, B? And if I may, ages of you two?
Thanks!
XyzN - January 4, 2014, 4:26 am

cool beans, just got my Evolve Spray myself today. Have the Oil, but my fast pace style isn't giving
me enough time to diffuse enough.

dp310 - January 4, 2014, 11:33 am

(06-11-2013 10:44 AM)SS108 Wrote: &nbsp;Kmacc,
Are you saying that 1 drop is less than 1 spray? Please clarify.
Evolve really does not work too well for me so I was thinking of dabbing it.
Thank you.
If it's a drop of the oil, it is more, if it is a drop of the spray, it is less.
benz4 - January 4, 2014, 7:35 pm

(01-03-2014 7:28 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Was this a regular THRUSTING PARTNER, or a new
victim, B? And if I may, ages of you two?
Thanks!
She is a regular partner but rarely ever seen her that turned on. She is 26 and im 24 and built lean.
xxprojectalicexx - January 5, 2014, 10:00 am

I haven't decided/convinced to order Evolve yet. If I decided to should I go with the spray or oil for
the winter? Just curious, I could always hold off until Spring arrives because I'm still researching on
Evolve.
dp310 - January 5, 2014, 11:41 am

(01-05-2014 5:00 AM)xxprojectalicexx Wrote: &nbsp;I haven't decided/convinced to order Evolve
yet. If I decided to should I go with the spray or oil for the winter? Just curious, I could always hold
off until Spring arrives because I'm still researching on Evolve.
I would go with the spray, the oil will not diffuse well in the cold. But it depends on your situation, if
you are indoors a lot in places that are well heated, then the oil will work fine.
20 Franc - January 5, 2014, 4:07 pm

(06-19-2013 10:28 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Oh one other thing, the young blonde 18 year old who
normally talks to me in the cash didn't say a word she looked at me like I was a rapist. I tell you
evolvexs doesn't work to well on YOUNG blondes.. Older blondes seem to be ok with it if you open
them.
My first experience with 2 sprays Evolve on my chest (more than a year ago): Moving up to the
cashier in a small shop my space was suddenly invaded by a cute 14 year old girl. She had moved
fast and was suddenly standing next to me unusually close. Another girl and the mother (?) was 5
meters away looking at something for a minute, then the other girl decided to come close too.
I was paying for someting and both girls were happily observing, the first girl's body touching mine
several times. They were both unnaturally close to this stranger 4 times their age. I smiled to the
cuties but didn't say a word as jailtime is not really for me.
The Evolve app. was 2 hours old and it was summer, the girls were typical Scandinavian blondes.
SeekingSuccess - February 7, 2014, 5:58 pm

WOW! This stuff is no joke. Half a spray to my chest equaled a very good time in the sack! I was
almost praised.
Has anyone noticed someones true colors coming out with this one?
UOCC8 - February 8, 2014, 5:54 am

(02-07-2014 12:58 PM)SeekingSuccess Wrote: &nbsp;WOW! This stuff is no joke. Half a spray to
my chest equaled a very good time in the sack! I was almost praised.

Has anyone noticed someones true colors coming out with this one?
What do you mean by true colors?
FrankJaeger - February 8, 2014, 9:52 am

(02-08-2014 12:54 AM)UOCC8 Wrote: &nbsp;What do you mean by true colors? Like maybe
blonde hair but the carpet doesn't match the drapes? Yeah, explain wth you are talking about.
arkailija - February 8, 2014, 9:59 am

People revealing themselves; secrets, what's really behind his or her mask and so on.
A common expression, although maybe more used in UK?
Anyway, spilling the beans is one expression as well, although true colors sounds nicer to me.
Telling hidden emotions etc.etc..
Instant Honesty at time was supposed to have this kind of effect, but it's cool if Evolve can
corporate a similar reaction.
Anyway, good to hear! I ordered some, I do have a sample of the oil. I have a PAS, pheromone
acquisition syndrome.
HEHE! Carpet and drapes, eh eh ... Good one!
FrankJaeger - February 9, 2014, 10:55 am

(02-08-2014 4:59 AM)arkailija Wrote: &nbsp;People revealing themselves; secrets, what's really
behind his or her mask and so on.
A common expression, although maybe more used in UK?
Anyway, spilling the beans is one expression as well, although true colors sounds nicer to me.
Telling hidden emotions etc.etc..
Instant Honesty at time was supposed to have this kind of effect, but it's cool if Evolve can
corporate a similar reaction.
Anyway, good to hear! I ordered some, I do have a sample of the oil. I have a PAS, pheromone
acquisition syndrome.
HEHE! Carpet and drapes, eh eh ... Good one!
OK, It's used in the states but we were wondering what true colors you saw coming out.
On a side note, have you noticed how many blondes pubes are dark? That's where the expression
comes from.
I just got a bottle of Evolve this week and will be using the BCE stack.
arkailija - February 9, 2014, 1:08 pm

(02-09-2014 5:55 AM)FrankJaeger Wrote: &nbsp;OK, It's used in the states but we were wondering
what true colors you saw coming out.
On a side note, have you noticed how many blondes pubes are dark? That's where the expression
comes from.
I just got a bottle of Evolve this week and will be using the BCE stack.
With my experience, not really, hehe. But true, often the pubic hair is different color.
Well, let's wait for SeekingSuccess's report.
I'm waiting for my order, Steve ships fast! If all goes well, I should have some nice pheromones
over by tomorrow.
SeekingSuccess - February 11, 2014, 4:36 am

Sorry guys, have been absent from the board for a few days. Now that I'm reading over my post
again I should have elaborated on what I meant. Maybe the phrasing was misleading, it's kind of

hard to get the point across through text. I guess what I'm trying to say is has anyone seen a
completely different personality from evolve(in others)? Or maybe any pheromone for that matter. It
seems as if the shell of protection of the inner-person was broken and the inner self came out, or
maybe just a different side of the person? Don't know if any of that makes sense
P.s.- The color of the grass seems to never be congruent with the color of the roof
otter - February 18, 2014, 8:23 pm

I've been wearing Evolve all day today. For some reason I seem more chipper and open to
chattiness. I've also noticed the same thing in others, which may have less to do with the Evolve and
more to do with reacting to my chipperness.
XyzN - February 18, 2014, 11:34 pm

hehe, Evolve may be too much for me. (19)
I've tried using it at work, just to see what would happen.
Most times it just silences everyone and ghostifys me. Nothing negative besides ghosting, people
still respect me and talk as usual, but they feel a bit distant and less likely to open to me.
There was 1 or 2 moments I used it in a small mix that worked wonders, but can't replicate it with
the same person since.
Mars82 - February 19, 2014, 2:16 am

(02-18-2014 6:34 PM)XyzN Wrote: &nbsp;hehe, Evolve may be too much for me. (19)
I've tried using it at work, just to see what would happen.
Most times it just silences everyone and ghostifys me. Nothing negative besides ghosting, people
still respect me and talk as usual, but they feel a bit distant and less likely to open to me.
There was 1 or 2 moments I used it in a small mix that worked wonders, but can't replicate it with
the same person since.
How many sprays did you use? I just use 1/2 or 1 spray. It might also be wise to buffer the Evolve
with an Androstadienone product (assuming you're not Androstadienone -sensitive) or a social.
Arrow - February 24, 2014, 12:58 am

I had some weird experiences with Evolve today.
The first one....I was sitting at the bar getting ready to leave when I asked the bartender for some
change. She said "OK!" in a real giddy toned voice. She turns around and says "Oh, I thought you
said you wanted a chance".
Whatever the hell that means....I don't know. It could be nothing at all.

Later on I went somewhere to get some food. I placed my order, and as I was waiting a waitress
walks over and says "What is that smell? It makes me wanna puke!"
Later on I heard her saying that something smelled like cat piss.
OOPS! Haha! She must have a really sensitive nose.
XyzN - February 24, 2014, 1:31 am

(02-23-2014 7:58 PM)Arrow Wrote: &nbsp;Later on I went somewhere to get some food. I placed
my order, and as I was waiting a waitress walks over and says "What is that smell? It makes me
wanna puke!"
Later on I heard her saying that something smelled like cat piss.
The first time I wore my Evolve Spray FXS at 1 spray at work, one of my older co-workers

mentioned that she could smell my cologne very well. She was vague on whether or not that was a
good or bad smell. This was 4 hours after application :o
So, it's pretty smelly is what I concluded lol.
Arrow - February 24, 2014, 7:11 pm

I'm going to try toning it down a bit. I refilled my Evolve sample bottle from my regular size bottle. I
will start trying 1 spray from the sample bottle (1 spray from sample bottle = 1/2 spray).
I also want to try this with Wolf and Cohesion. I'll give it a try soon.
Jaromil - February 24, 2014, 9:18 pm

when using the spray, what's the proper distance to be holding for the app point? If I'm at about 6
or 8 inches is seems like a lot of the mist is lost in the room. Should I be right up against the skin?
Thanks.
Arrow - February 24, 2014, 10:10 pm

That's what I do. About 6 inches from my neck. If you spray it right up on the skin, it will be dripping
down your neck.
20 Franc - February 25, 2014, 6:12 am

(02-18-2014 6:34 PM)XyzN Wrote: &nbsp;hehe, Evolve may be too much for me. (19)
I've tried using it at work, just to see what would happen.
Most times it just silences everyone and ghostifys me. Nothing negative besides ghosting, people
still respect me and talk as usual, but they feel a bit distant and less likely to open to me.
There was 1 or 2 moments I used it in a small mix that worked wonders, but can't replicate it with
the same person since.
I actually diluted my Evolve spray down to 50% strength, gives me a better control.
The Evolve oil is great at 1 drop.
metaltree - June 27, 2014, 6:54 pm

Dosage: 1 Spray to the Chest
I wore 1 spray of Evolve applied to my chest to a bar on Monday night, a bar on Tuesday night, and
a few bars Thursday night.
Positives When I approach women with this it makes them far more likely to want to chat with me.
Women ask me more questions than usual to keep the conversation going. Women talk more than
usual. Rejections more polite than usual Fewer outright rejections than usual
Negatives Not polarizing at all A little bit too soft Escalation attempts killed the interaction despite
strong eye contact from her and apparent interest.
Conclusion
This is the best product I have tried so far for having conversations with random women. I am
skeptical about this product ever getting me laid though. I think this product is far more suited to
building a social circle of women that it is to turn on a woman and get laid. This product would also
be good for men want to reduce the amount of cold approach rejection they get.
Future Usage
I will definitely use this stuff again in the future and purchase more when I run out. I will use it when
I want to socialize with women but not when I want to get laid. If I ever get laid from this product
then I will come back here and change my conclusion in this regard. I know I only tried it a few

times so I may have not given it enough of a chance.
Caveat
Most of my interactions were withing a couple of hours of applying this stuff. I may not have given it
time to "Evolve". It would be a pain to spray it 4 hours before I go out just so it would become ore
sexual.
V-nice - June 27, 2014, 9:24 pm

Keep in mind also that most products, even pure socials, can ASSIST in getting laid. But YOU are
whom is gonna do the trick ultimately.
Nice report! And Evolve is VERY good at assistance... You'll find out!
metaltree - June 28, 2014, 12:03 am

(06-27-2014 4:24 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Keep in mind also that most products, even pure
socials, can ASSIST in getting laid. But YOU are whom is gonna do the trick ultimately.
Nice report! And Evolve is VERY good at assistance... You'll find out!
When I say a pheromone product can get you laid what I mean is that it gets you laid in a situation
where you would not have gotten laid without the pheromone product. I do not believe Evolve is
such a product.
Evolve may indirectly get you laid by providing more opportunities to work your own magic than you
would have had without the product. I don't count that as a product getting you laid. That is too
indirect.
Snoopyace - June 28, 2014, 1:36 am

I LOVE Evolve and especially Evolve oil. I can count at least 3 or 4 occasions when I was still single
where I believe Evolve helped seal the deal. I don't use Evolve much because it works so well for
me that I try and save it for special occasions so that I'm not wasting it.
V-nice - June 28, 2014, 3:36 am

(06-27-2014 7:03 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;When I say a pheromone product can get you laid
what I mean is that it gets you laid in a situation where you would not have gotten laid without the
pheromone product. I do not believe Evolve is such a product.
Evolve may indirectly get you laid by providing more opportunities to work your own magic than you
would have had without the product. I don't count that as a product getting you laid. That is too
indirect.
OK, I get it now! You're looking for the panty scorcher! "The One"!.... Yeah, we're all still waiting for
the product which would do most of the work! The one to DIRECTLY get you laid! I promise you, I'll
be investing a whole lot on that product when it arrives! As far as I'm aware, the individual has to put
in some work along with the assist of the products now...some better than others. Unless, someone
knows something I don't...?
metaltree - June 28, 2014, 9:00 am

(06-27-2014 10:36 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;OK, I get it now! You're looking for the panty scorcher!
"The One"!.... Yeah, we're all still waiting for the product which would do most of the work! The one
to DIRECTLY get you laid! I promise you, I'll be investing a whole lot on that product when it arrives!
As far as I'm aware, the individual has to put in some work along with the assist of the products
now...some better than others. Unless, someone knows something I don't...?
You have the wrong idea. It doesn't work like that. There is no perfect product that will do all the
work for you. Pheromones alter the vibe you give off. Nothing more.

The product combinations of pheromones that get you laid have a big downside. They give you a
vibe that repels a lot of women and you have to face a ton of rejection and humiliation before you
find a woman who loves the vibe and wants to have sex with you. They kind of screen out the
women who are not interested in having sex with you until you find one that does. The price you
pay is a lot of women who hate your vibe and don't want anything to do with you.
Evolve does not have those characteristics. Evolve gives you a vibe will make more women than
usual want to converse with you. Evolve casts a wide net. But that sort of vibe is not going to
directly get you laid.
Alpha - July 15, 2014, 4:36 pm

Correct me if I am wrong the difference between Evolve XS oil and spray based is:
oil lasts longer
oil is stronger when it hits
spray projects more
spray is easier to use on the go
what do you guys think is better?
Snoopyace - July 15, 2014, 6:16 pm

(07-15-2014 11:36 AM)Alpha Wrote: &nbsp;Correct me if I am wrong the difference between Evolve
XS oil and spray based is:
oil lasts longer
oil is stronger when it hits
spray projects more
spray is easier to use on the go
what do you guys think is better?
They both have their place but for my one on one interactions, personally I prefer the oil.
metaltree - July 16, 2014, 12:58 am

(07-15-2014 1:16 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;They both have their place but for my one on one
interactions, personally I prefer the oil.
Do you have any buildup issues with the oil since there is such a high concentration of pheromones
in evolve oil?
Snoopyace - July 16, 2014, 4:15 am

(07-15-2014 7:58 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;Do you have any buildup issues with the oil since
there is such a high concentration of pheromones in evolve oil?
I scrub the application points with soap and water and have no problems with build up.
theLaw - August 5, 2015, 5:58 pm

Has anyone ever used large doses of Evolve (6+ sprays)?
If so, what was your experience?
D_Darko - August 5, 2015, 6:10 pm

(08-05-2015 12:58 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone ever used large doses of Evolve (6+
sprays)?

If so, what was your experience?
That is an insane amount of pheromones. Will almost certainly result in a massive OD.
Ancillian - August 14, 2015, 2:32 pm

Ok, got evolve spray and decided to give it a test.
As background, I'm white, male, early thirties, a little shorter than average and in a long term
relationship. Mainly I'm looking for a bit of extra bedroom spice.
My first test (ongoing as I write this in a pub!) involved one spray of unscented to my chest and
covering with four sprays of Ralph Loren Polo Blue (I've found it to be a relatively weak scent, that's
why I use so much). I decided to go around town just seeing what would happen.
First impression - strong 'none like smell. In fact all I can really smell is the 'none, I can't even smell
the Ralph Loren. My inclination is, if I wore this around my partner, I'd need to go down to half a
spray, as her sense of smell is way more sensitive than mine and I'm sure she'd dislike the 'none
smell.
In terms of self effects, nothing much other than I sneezed loudly twice shortly after application.
Also, after two and a half hours after application, I can't say I've had an unambiguous hit, despite
being in close proximity to men and women on the train, on the tube, in shops, in pubs, and on
benches.
The only unusual behaviour I've detected is that the guys who were sitting next to me on the tube
both bowed their heads and rubbed their noses repeatedly.
Maybe, just maybe an attractive 40y/o Indian woman on the train had a reaction. Shortly after I sat
in the seat behind her she turned to look at me through the gap, she then flipped her hair and
dropped her phone.
Other than that, no hovering, no initiation of contact, no obvious signs of arousal or intimidation
from anyone. Will keep the test up for a few hours before washing it off. Will try around my partner
another day at a lower dose. I got some small sample sprays of Flirt, Cohesion and Bliss with my
order, so I might sacrifice one of them so I can put evolve in the smaller sprayer and get a lower
dose.
Not sure what to make of things so far - it's too early to say.
Ekscentra - August 14, 2015, 2:47 pm

Sounds like you're just getting weak projection. I'd suggest using a stronger cover scent.
moe - August 14, 2015, 4:14 pm

(08-14-2015 9:32 AM)Ancillian Wrote: &nbsp;I'd need to go down to half a spray, as her sense of
smell is way more sensitive than mine and I'm sure she'd dislike the 'none smell.
It's not because your gf has a sensitive sense of smell that she will be able to smell the -none. Even
though women are more apt to smell it than men, some people simply can't smell it.
(08-14-2015 9:32 AM)Ancillian Wrote: &nbsp;Also, after two and a half hours after application, I
can't say I've had an unambiguous hit, despite being in close proximity to men and women on the
train, on the tube, in shops, in pubs, and on benches.
(...)

Other than that, no hovering, no initiation of contact, no obvious signs of arousal or intimidation
from anyone.
Are you expecting to only hover around people and have women jump on you? You have to interact
with people. Plus even if a woman in your vicinity happens to be receptive to the mones, she may
not willingly show any signs of it.
M.
Ancillian - August 14, 2015, 4:16 pm

(08-14-2015 9:47 AM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Sounds like you're just getting weak projection. I'd
suggest using a stronger cover scent.
Yep, will try it with Hugo in future... I always find that much longer lasting.
Ancillian - August 14, 2015, 4:22 pm

(08-14-2015 11:14 AM)moe Wrote: &nbsp;It's not because your gf has a sensitive sense of smell
that she will be able to smell the -none. Even though women are more apt to smell it than men,
some people simply can't smell it.
(08-14-2015 9:32 AM)Ancillian Wrote: &nbsp;Also, after two and a half hours after application, I
can't say I've had an unambiguous hit, despite being in close proximity to men and women on the
train, on the tube, in shops, in pubs, and on benches.
(...)
Other than that, no hovering, no initiation of contact, no obvious signs of arousal or intimidation
from anyone.
Are you expecting to only hover around people and have women jump on you? You have to interact
with people. Plus even if a woman in your vicinity happens to be receptive to the mones, she may
not willingly show any signs of it.
M.
1) You may be right, but she's very sensitive to sweat like scents! I'll have to see what her reaction
is, but given how easily I could smell it, I want to start at a very low dose to begin with.
2) This was just an initial test and in line with how I tested other products to begin with. There will be
a lot more testing to come in different circumstances - with interaction, without interaction and with
my partner. But, I did get lots of hovering and initiation from women when I used an Scent of Eros
+New Pheromone Additive mix - so I know such reactions can occur.
Ancillian - August 14, 2015, 5:46 pm

Just to add, my testing today ended with no additional unusual reactions.
Ancillian - August 19, 2015, 5:17 pm

So.. another day of Evolve testing.
I used one spray of unscented Evolve XS covered by one spray of Davidoff Coolwater as a cover
scent (Hugo remains on order). I spent the day visiting letting agents and viewing properties.
Smell/Self-Effects
Occasionally, I've been getting a whiff of 'none stank despite the cover scent. I can intermittently
smell one then the other. Nobody commented or explicitly noticed the 'none smell, but that could
have been politeness.

Since application, I've been feeling pretty confident - towards the top end of my normal range. I'm
unsure whether to attribute this to the 'mones, natural variation, or the fact that I took a dose of 2g
glycine, 2g cysteine and 1g taurine this morning. I took this for appetite suppression (which it seems
to work really well for), but all three of those amino acids can have anxiolytic properties.
Letting Agent Girl 1
I was with the girl from the first letting agents from about 45 minutes. She is a Slim, attractive
brunette, aged around 28 I'd guess. We met at a property, then drove in her car to another, then
drove back to her office. This meant lots of time talking and lots of time for her to be exposed to the
'mones in enclosed spaces.
At the outset she was friendly and happy to see me, but still within the range of what you'd expect
from a professional trying to sell you something. There was a lot of hair flipping from her in the car,
but I don't put a lot of weight on that - some girls flip their hair all the goddam time.
When we'd done with our viewings, she recommended some places I could go to eat. She knew I
had viewings lined up with another agent for a bit later, so this could have just been friendliness.
At no point during our time together did she touch me, invade my space, fidget abnormally, or give
me any more definitive IoIs than a regular friendly person would. Nor did she do anything to imply
she wanted to spend more time with me, or wanted to escalate our interaction.
Letting Agent Girl 2
Short, attractive blonde girl, aged around 25.
This time we saw four properties and drove between them. All in all we must have spent about two
hours together, mostly in confined spaces. Much like the first girl she was friendly and professional.
We chatted a bit about travel, where we were from and stuff like that.
However, also as before, there was nothing about her behaviour that implied attraction, arousal,
deference or intimidation in any way other than you'd expect from a friendly, professional young
woman.
Letting Agent Girl 3
This was just an office meeting, no more than 10 minutes long. Blonde woman, also aged around
25, of average build and slightly above average looks facially (I stress *slightly*).
Again... zip compared to what I'd usually expect.
Two ugly women on street
They came up to me on a largely empty street then asked me for directions, I gave them, they didn't
obey them. Despite ignoring my instructions, their approach was almost definitely not an excuse to
talk me. We were outside, they were upwind of my 'mone cloud, and someone else had apparently
given different (but wrong, haha!) instructions earlier. More fool them for ignoring me!
Cute blonde with a pram
Ironically after giving instructions a little earlier, I found myself in a part of town I was unfamiliar with.
I asked a cute blonde woman with a pram for directions. She gave me good directions. In my head I
thought she was wrong, so disobeyed them because they didn't make sense given what I could
make out from my smart phone. More fool me.
She was friendly, but again, not to any degree that I thought "whoah, the 'mones are making her

cream her panties. She's gonna want my baby in that pram!"
All in all, nothing in these interactions suggested Evolve was making any vaginas quiver - but I've
still got social tests to do and tests around my partner.
Ancillian - August 20, 2015, 12:54 am

Following my experiences earlier, I met up with a friend and his girlfriend, both around 23-24. This
was around 7 hours after application, but I was still getting a 'none whiff every now and again, so I
presume at least some 'mones were still there!
My friend (who I used to manage at work) seemed very pleased to see me, and constantly
remarked to his girlfriend how great he thought my judgement was, and how much I'd taught him
when we worked together. How much of this could be attributable to the 'mones, I'm not sure! Owing
to my all-round awesomeness, a few of the people I used to manage have said similar things in the
past.
This was the first time I'd met his girlfriend. She was friendly and laughed at my jokes, but there
were nothing about her behaviour that particularly stood out that could be 'mone related.
I returned home to see my partner - who was in an utterly foul mood. She was in that mood before
she got into my phero cloud. I could tell her mood the second she responded to my "hello" through
the bathroom door. We talked and she cheered up slightly.
A further note on possible self-effects
I've been feeling relatively confident all day, and my voice sounds a little deeper and more resonant
than usual. This could be due to the 'mones, could be natural variations, or could be due to the
supplements I mentioned in my prior post.
A note on longevity
It's 14 hours after application and I can still smell the 'none. However, my partner didn't remark on
it, and nobody has indicated that I smell bad.
Future testing
I intend to try Evolve out in a few more situations.
Spider-mone - August 20, 2015, 3:29 am

(08-19-2015 7:54 PM)Ancillian Wrote: &nbsp;Following my experiences earlier, I met up with a
friend and his girlfriend, both around 23-24. This was around 7 hours after application, but I was still
getting a 'none whiff every now and again, so I presume at least some 'mones were still there!
My friend (who I used to manage at work) seemed very pleased to see me, and constantly
remarked to his girlfriend how great he thought my judgement was, and how much I'd taught him
when we worked together. How much of this could be attributable to the 'mones, I'm not sure! Owing
to my all-round awesomeness, a few of the people I used to manage have said similar things in the
past.
This was the first time I'd met his girlfriend. She was friendly and laughed at my jokes, but there
were nothing about her behaviour that particularly stood out that could be 'mone related.
I returned home to see my partner - who was in an utterly foul mood. She was in that mood before
she got into my phero cloud. I could tell her mood the second she responded to my "hello" through
the bathroom door. We talked and she cheered up slightly.

A further note on possible self-effects
I've been feeling relatively confident all day, and my voice sounds a little deeper and more resonant
than usual. This could be due to the 'mones, could be natural variations, or could be due to the
supplements I mentioned in my prior post.
A note on longevity
It's 14 hours after application and I can still smell the 'none. However, my partner didn't remark on
it, and nobody has indicated that I smell bad.
Future testing
I intend to try Evolve out in a few more situations.
Dunno if it's just me but I've read several of your reports and all i keep getting from your reports is...
you don't detect anything unusual. why not just report when you get a hit or something unusual?
makes it hard to motivate myself to want to read your next lengthy report where nothing happens.....
kind of like a seinfeld episode ... the show about nothing! lol
Ancillian - August 20, 2015, 7:10 am

(08-19-2015 10:29 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;Dunno if it's just me but I've read several of your
reports and all i keep getting from your reports is... you don't detect anything unusual. why not just
report when you get a hit or something unusual? makes it hard to motivate myself to want to read
your next lengthy report where nothing happens..... kind of like a seinfeld episode ... the show about
nothing! lol
Because if I just reported the possible "hits" in isolation, anyone reading this would get an insanely
misleading impression of how well the products were working for me. If I'd just said...
"Wore Evolve and got MAD respect from a former colleague and had two women approach ME in
the street. Then wore Bliss and got my ear talked off by a cutie and who shouted things after me
once I tried to leave. Then wore Scent of Eros and a woman in a store kept pressing her arm
against mine, even when I moved away from her TWICE."
...those things would all be true, but I'd be being extremely selective with the truth!
I really do want to write a report full of hits - especially since I've had very good results from certain
products/combos in the past, so I know 'mones can work. But with these few products, I'm still not
certain anything has really happened yet... and nobody is more disappointed about this than me!
Spider-mone - August 20, 2015, 2:02 pm

I understand what you're saying but now its like the other extreme like you're trying to prove mones
don't work. Maybe start your uneventful reports with, i wore 2 evolv and nothing happens in this
report then we can choose to continue reading.
like i said, maybe its just me. I don't want to read over hyped reports either. Also it seems from your
reports you're too laid back. push the envelope a little. You were with 3 different girls and doesn't
seem you tried to flirt or show interest. You just talked about regular stuff. You're wearing evolve, flirt
more and see if that changes anything. I really hope things change and i end up reading an
explosive report from you.... Lol!!!
RTBoss - August 20, 2015, 2:10 pm

(08-19-2015 12:17 PM)Ancillian Wrote: &nbsp;So.. another day of Evolve testing.
I used one spray of unscented Evolve XS covered by one spray of Davidoff Coolwater as a cover
scent (Hugo remains on order). I spent the day visiting letting agents and viewing properties.
Do I have this right, your test days have been at ONE spray each time?

Go with 4 and see what happens.
Then, you can zone in on your sweet spot and establish your personal OD and minimum effective
dose.
Ancillian - August 20, 2015, 3:37 pm

(08-20-2015 9:02 AM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;I understand what you're saying but now its like
the other extreme like you're trying to prove mones don't work. Maybe start your uneventful reports
with, i wore 2 evolv and nothing happens in this report then we can choose to continue reading.
like i said, maybe its just me. I don't want to read over hyped reports either. Also it seems from your
reports you're too laid back. push the envelope a little. You were with 3 different girls and doesn't
seem you tried to flirt or show interest. You just talked about regular stuff. You're wearing evolve, flirt
more and see if that changes anything. I really hope things change and i end up reading an
explosive report from you.... Lol!!!
Firstly, I agree I could flag uneventful reports at the top for people who are here for the
entertainment. However, threads like this shouldn't be a big circle jerk about a product - if a user isn't
getting good results, that's just as important to report as when a user does get good results.
After being involved in different online pheromone communities on and off for 13 years, I'd say one
of the biggest problems in judging the effectiveness of products is that people are too prone to wax
lyrical about the good, and write almost nothing about the bad.
I'm definitely not trying to prove 'mones don't work, I'm simply reporting with complete honesty and
putting the reactions I get in proper context. However, if you do want some juicy success stories
from me, read through my very first post and a few others, you'll find the products/mixes that I trialed
successfully... such as Primal Instinct, Scent of Eros +New Pheromone Additive, AE+Passion
Copulin Concentrate and Chikara.
You may say I'm not flirting with all these girls enough or going out of my way to escalate the
interaction - but remember, I'm in a long term relationship! I'm mainly looking to see how
pheromones improve my overall regular interactions with people and perk things up in the bedroom
with my partner.
As the first stage, I'm just getting a handle on how these new products effect me and the people
around me.
My initial thoughts are:
- Evolve might have got me some extra respect from my male friend, and might have improved my
confidence, but nothing has been so far out of the usual range to really persuade me of that.
- Bliss might put me in a slightly silly mood, might improve my partner's mood, and might make girls
more talkative, but again nothing has been so far out of the usual range to really persuade me of
that.
- Scent of Eros does seem to have a mildly positive sexual stimulant effect on my partner, although
I need to keep testing to see how reliable that is.
To know for sure I need to keep on testing, pay attention to any trends that develop, note the hits,
but also note the null results.
Ancillian - August 20, 2015, 3:46 pm

(08-20-2015 9:10 AM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Do I have this right, your test days have been at ONE
spray each time?

Go with 4 and see what happens.
Then, you can zone in on your sweet spot and establish your personal OD and minimum effective
dose.
Yes, one spray each time in these tests. This is the amount that most people have reported good
results at on these forums - which is why I chose it. I'm not going to OD on purpose, at present I'm
going to keep testing at one spray, then slowly work my way up.
Ancillian - August 20, 2015, 3:55 pm

I'll also add finally that...
One of the reasons I may not be spotting reactions is that I have no baseline for most of the people
I'm interacting with. Unfortunately, given that I've recently ended my old job and have a few weeks
before I start my new one, and a lot of my long-time friends I only get to see intermittently, that's not
easy to rectify.
It's a very different context to when I did get good results when I was at university, when I had a
strong baseline for most of the people I interacted with, so could very easily spot changes in
behaviour.
The one person I do currently have a strong baseline for is my partner, but I want to get a good feel
for products that are entirely new to me, like Evolve, before I do substantial testing around her.
Ancillian - August 22, 2015, 11:38 pm

Another day, another test!
Summary Went to party with partner, and lots of other young women were present. There were
possible hits, but results REMAIN inconclusive!
Dosage &amp; Cover
1 spray of Evolve to the chest covered by 1 spray of Coolwater.
Context
We went to the birthday party of a friend of my partner. There were lots of young women present
and a few guys. Unfortunately, partner remains ill with flu-like symptoms and mild fever.
What happened?
Prior to the party and prior to any application a friend my partner came over (let's call her NG).
She's pretty, in her early 30s and in a relationship. I suspect she is prone towards infidelity given
that she's shown few ethical scruples with who she's attempted to hook up with over the past 3/4
years that I've known her.
I had to collect her from station and she seemed pleased to see me, lots of smiles and a prolonged
tight hug when we met up - so much so that it felt a little awkward! Remember, this is prior to any
'mone application and I've had similar reactions from her before.
NG, Partner and I hung out in our flat for a while, then I showered, applied 'mones and cover and
we headed out to the party. After application, partner's behaviour did not become more affectionate,
and nothing NG did was unusual.
At the party I spent substantial time with around 5 women, and was in close proximity to many
others (and a few guys). I'll call the main people I interacted with: Partner, NG, FG, JabberMouth,

and XX1. The party was in the beer garden of a pub, which isn't a perfect testing ground given it was
outside, but there was no more than a light breeze and I was within 2 feet of all the women
mentioned above for prolonged periods of time.
Partner: (just turned 26, pretty, we've been together for around four years). She was feeling ill and
was not as talkative as usual. She was affectionate towards me at roughly the same rate as usual.
Once we got home, she went to sleep very quickly.
NGWas very friendly towards me, as she usually is. Nothing particularly unusual, but if I had to
conclude anything, I'd say she was very slightly less talkative towards me than usual, and kino'd me
slightly less than usual.
FGThe birthday girl (31 today, moderately pretty, single [but a guy she was interested in was
present] and I've met her a couple of times before). We talked on and off through the party, with
nothing particularly unusual about her behaviour for the most part. At the end, she was rather tipsy.
She kino'd me a lot just prior to the point that I left, and at one point her hand was on my leg close to
my cock. Not sure if that was the alcohol induced loss of motor control, or an interaction with the
'mones. She was keen to meet up with me and Partner in future (to the point of setting a definite
date). Gave me two long hugs goodbye at the end of the party. She also remarked on how pretty
Partner was, and how lucky I was that I got to go home and touch her.
JabberMouth Housemate of birthday girl (I'd guess early 30s, very pretty, single, and I've never met
her before). She talked a lot! And spent most of the party talking to (or at) me, Partner and NG. I
was slightly confused by how much she was talking to us, given she was clearly a social butterfly
and, to be honest, we weren't exactly being particularly chatty/interesting ourselves! There were also
lots of people there she knew, but still she chose to talk to us. She brought up sex a few times
during the conversation. She wanted a hug and a kiss goodbye from me, and wanted to meet up
with me and Partner in future (to the point of setting a definite date).
XX1 ~30, average looks, and I've never met her before. Sat with us for a long time, we talked a bit,
but conversation was stilted - she did, however, talk far more to NG. She left the party early without
saying goodbye to me.
Others Plenty of other young women present, some of whom I briefly interacted with. I observed
nothing in the way of unusual attention or behaviour from them, except for perhaps some mild
hovering close to my space. I didn't have any notable interactions with any of the other guys
present.
My thoughts/conclusions
- Evolve is safe to test around people I know, in this dose, with this cover, seemingly without any
particular negatives.
- The impact the Evolve was having on Partner was unclear due to her illness.
- The impact on NG and XX1 was nothing notable.
- There were possible impacts on FG &amp; Jabbermouth, but it's not like I haven't experienced
behaviour like that before. The 'mones may well have been hitting home, but then again, I was also
very well socially proofed given that I arrived with Partner and NG - and Partner does frequently 'big
me up' to her friends.
- Also, I had an inclination that Jabbermouth was interested in a bit of girl-on-girl action with NG,
and NG will be sleeping in Jabbermouth's bed tonight (despite the original plan being that NG would
stay in our flat) - this may be the reason she was hanging around with us so much! I doubt
Jabbermouth was lesbian (at one point she had asked me what she needed to do to find a
boyfriend), but that doesn't rule out a bisexual side.

Future testing?
I'm going to keep testing Evolve, as I remain very open to the idea that it is doing something, even
though I wouldn't be surprised if the same things would happen without me wearing 'mones! The
reason I bought it was to get my Partner's pussy wet and help her orgasm more easily - I wanted
some extra spice for date nights. Unfortunately, I haven't yet got to properly test it in that context.
Fortunately, given the lack of negatives observed tonight, I'm keen to conduct that test soon!
RTBoss - December 9, 2015, 5:22 am

Anyone have both oil and spray, and combine them simultaneously and successfully?
junglejuice - December 13, 2015, 6:04 pm

If anyone wants to sell/trade their evolve... let me know..
HappyGoSkillfully - January 11, 2016, 8:04 pm

I looked for the Lay Report thread but couldn't find it. So I'm going to put it here instead.
At about 3:45pm in the afternoon on Saturday I sprayed 1 spray of evolve to the top of my bald
head. I also used a gel pack of Scent of Eros. It's kind of hard to know exactly how much Scent of
Eros I used as when my order arrived, several of the gel packs had popped open. My best attempt
at a guess is somewhere between 1/2 to 3/4 of a gel pack was what I used. Probably closer to 3/4 of
a gel pack.
You've got to love when the random lay comes out of nowhere!
End of season Fantasy football meeting for rules and payouts, etc. Only a few of us show up. One
guy even brings his girlfriend (that's fucking clueless behavior, isn't it!?). Anyway after a while his
girlfriend says that her friend is coming in a bit and that I've met her at my buddy's house.
A while after she got there the two girls go to the bathroom together. They had gone individually a
couple times, but first time together. Talk slowly switched to focus on what we're doing after/next. As
I have to pull teeth to get anybody to do ANYTHING in the Winter, I tell them I'm in.
I could tell something was up, but played along. We go to the friend's house to have drinks which is
out of the way to where we were going to end up. Then it is suggested that we all ride together in my
buddy's car (which obviously leaves my car and the girl's house).. I get it at this point and I am
feeling the green light all the way even though it was unspoken. To play along I act like I don't have
a clue. We go out, my buddy and his girlfriend get into a fight (it was a legit fight) and they leave.
Now it's me and the friend. We decide to stay and have fun. Finally on the dance floor I grab her and
start making out. Good kisser too!
We Uber back to her house and lollygag around listening to music until 5am. I tell her I need a nap
before I drive home. She asks if I want to come up (to her room). I say of course. I actually fell
asleep for about 15 mins until I woke up and started playing with her tits to warm her up before
making my way to her pussy. Go time!
So all this happened 13.5 hrs after application.
Shyguy1337 - July 13, 2016, 9:06 am

I am posting my evolve sample spray review here.
Been using this stuff a few times now from sample bottle. I use 2 sample sprays which equals 1
regular. I've only tested it around 2-7 hours after dosage around people, so I haven't gotten to the

long term sexual time frame everyone speaks about. I have been using 1 regular size spray of bliss
with this now, since I feel comfortable enough to combo now and bliss just removes at least 70% of
my social anxiety.
The self effects are subtler in the beginning with slightly more confidence. I can get fairly intense
later though on in a group setting if talking about certain topics.
This is my bliss/evolve story. I met a girl outside an event we were both going to. She said she
would wait for me to use the restroom cause she didn't want to go to the group alone. The opening
conversations were going great and she was smiling and making eye contact. As we walked
towards the group I was feeling really confident. I felt like I should put my hand on her shoulder or
back as we were walking side by side and talking, but I didn't pull the trigger. I wonder if anyone else
would have tried this in my situation. I was scared since I just met her, but I felt such an amazing
vibe flowing from her that I felt like I was a total dumbass for not trying. I also didn't introduce her to
everyone, which is something that I should have formally done to impress her. I was thinking
logically she would do it later anyway and forget how important that introduction is to girls. She
ended up leaving before I got to say more since she sat too far away.
I thought I was going to be stuck with no available girls in my vicinity, but then 10 minutes after I get
there this amazing girl just pops in like an unexpected angel falling from heaven.I made just enough
room to get her close to me. She had some brains to backup her looks and that made the
conversation that much easier. Things were going great at the beginning. Later on I did notice her
leg was crossed over with her foot pointing the opposite direction of me. That is a sign of body
language that she is more interested in that direction, but it was the only negative body language
sign I noticed. I will admit I am not a body language expert so I might be overthinking that one, since
everything else was going great.
I never asked her for her phone # and I felt stupid for that since I had a perfect time to do it when
we were talking right before she left.
My evolve sample sprayer actually broke and I am not sure how to extract the liquid now.
Suggestions would be welcome. I may end up having to put it in another spray bottle like my glasses
lense cleaner.
HappyGoSkillfully - July 16, 2016, 2:34 pm

I actually keep any empty bottles that I have used up just in case something like this happens.
Transfer to another bottle if you have one. In fact, I just found a very old empty small dropper bottle
from an an old Alter Ego from YEARS past. I may give it a good cleaning and transfer some NA into
it. I have the roll on and kind of wished I had a dropper bottle instead. It just gives you more
accurate doseage feedback.
Bootygoals - August 3, 2016, 3:29 pm

what is a good mix with Evolve ?
I have the following mones:
taboo
wolf
Dirty Primitive
should I add a social mone to the list? if so what do you recommend?
kalpan56 - August 3, 2016, 3:54 pm

@bootygoals ,

Wrong thread. Ask in newbie thread or men's thread.
Thanks
Shyguy1337 - August 12, 2016, 10:57 pm

My evolve sample sprayer is still broke. I tried to get head off to pour into empty spray bottle I got for
a dollar, but didn't work. I just put it upside down with finger on trigger to let some out and I think I
accidentally put 2-3 maybe up to 4 sprays worth on my arms. I will have quite a bit on my arms and
it will be active in public at about 3-6 hours after application when I head out tonight and am gone for
around 3 hours. I hope I don't O.D., but I am also excited about the possible effects of using so
much since I have never have tried it larger amounts yet. I will report to see if I ghost or get hits on
higher amounts of evolve after tonight. I also put 1 spray of bliss on for self effects, so it will be
bliss/evolve combo technically.
Shyguy1337 - August 14, 2016, 7:08 am

I was in a crowded area and felt claustrophobic and left early. I didn't really get any testing in so I
can't say if it worked or not with higher amounts of evolve.
Bootygoals - August 16, 2016, 6:22 pm

Tested evolve yesterday at 2 sprays ... No effects on ppl yet just self effect. I felt everything is so
beautiful especially the clouds and trees. I don't know if this has to do with evolve. Also felt happy
and stress free. Slight stuffy nose.
Am doing another test today with gf. I'll update the results. I'll use 2-2.5 sprays of evolve only
Bootygoals - August 19, 2016, 7:05 am

Update update update
I must say this, pheromones do work and they work damn pretty bad
My girlfriend went crazy on this. First few hours with her seemed fine but after that she reacted
totally different. Went very horny. That was a wow. This was 2 sprays of evolve.
Today I did one spray of wolf and my gf actually admit it. She said she feel so diff you feels and
then went real fucking horny, I was shocked thinking that wolf was for social. Anyways after that she
said she feels dizzy.
lost_summertime - August 19, 2016, 9:22 am

@Bootygoals - did she got sex after being horny? if not, nothing strange about getting dizzy..
Bootygoals - August 19, 2016, 7:12 pm

On evolve yes sex for 3 times. With wolf I got the nicest bj and I could tell that it was affecting her for
real until I thought maybe it was too much. So I went to the bathroom and washed off the wolf that
was on my wrist. Other than that am still experimenting. Didn't see effects on others as they were far
from me. With my gf it was less than 1m distance
Bootygoals - August 21, 2016, 10:55 pm

(08-19-2016 4:22 AM)lost_summertime Wrote: &nbsp;@Bootygoals - did she got sex after being
horny? if not, nothing strange about getting dizzy..
You said nothing strange about being dizzy... But do you think that it can get to the point were they
feel sick? But horny at the same time?
Bootygoals - August 23, 2016, 6:35 pm

Guys... Can evolve attract gays? Even tho am complely straight
andromun - August 24, 2016, 2:11 am

(08-23-2016 1:35 PM)Bootygoals Wrote: &nbsp;Guys... Can evolve attract gays? Even tho am
complely straight
No dude...evolve won't get the gays looking at you. Acting gay on the other hand will...jk
Spider-mone - August 24, 2016, 2:27 am

(08-23-2016 1:35 PM)Bootygoals Wrote: &nbsp;Guys... Can evolve attract gays? Even tho am
complely straight
maybe you should take one for the team and throw on some evolve and head out to a gay bar and
come back here and report your findings!! lol
Bootygoals - August 24, 2016, 3:37 am

(08-23-2016 9:27 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;maybe you should take one for the team and
throw on some evolve and head out to a gay bar and come back here and report your findings!! lol
The only reason I asked is because I have a friend who I suspect that might be gay secretly. And
he was acting kinda weird or too nice.
Enigma - August 24, 2016, 6:55 am

(08-23-2016 10:37 PM)Bootygoals Wrote: &nbsp;The only reason I asked is because I have a
friend who I suspect that might be gay secretly. And he was acting kinda weird or too nice.
Just ask him if he wants to experiment.
Bootygoals - August 29, 2016, 7:45 pm

(08-24-2016 1:55 AM)Enigma Wrote: &nbsp;Just ask him if he wants to experiment.
No way. I'll never do that. Nor I'll tell any of my friends about mones. I really don't want them to get
excited and start ordering everything
BarefootOxford - August 30, 2016, 4:19 pm

(08-23-2016 1:35 PM)Bootygoals Wrote: &nbsp;Guys... Can evolve attract gays? Even tho am
complely straight
The mind cannot be described as being one way for any particular category of person. Femme gays
will have a different reaction than the more masculine and different from bears, leather daddies,
queens, or twinks. Depending on his covert orientation, he might like the idea of a dominant man.
This same variety describes all humans: male, female, gay, straight, etc. Out of necessity, we
generalize a great deal, and we benefit if we remember that generalizations are only tools, and
individuals don't usually conform 100% to those generalizations.
Or, he might not be gay, but a straight guy who is a bit of a dandy (or whatever other behaviors lead
you to suspect gayness).
DarkLord1 - September 12, 2016, 2:11 pm

This is my friend's lay report.
I have mentioned him in the forum before. Got him to buy an ACE pack well over a year ago and he
saw hits.
He is the guy who had a coworker proposition him at a conference while wearing evolve, but he
didn't do anything.
He had several other hits, but he got headaches and decided to not use pheromones anymore.

Now I won't add all of the details to protect him, but he decided to wear evolve on a road trip with
three ladies that he works with.
There was fidgeting and all kind of things happening in the car, but the most pronounced hit was
the ladies kept bringing up sex.
Nothing suggestive was said at the event so my friend chalked it up as a hit and didn't think much of
it.
After the event, they all went out for drinks that evening and the conversation picked up from the
car ride. He has worked with all of the women for a few months and they have never been so
relaxed.
They go back to the hotel and turn in for the night. About 2:30 AM ish, he gets a called because
equipment needed for day 2 at the even seems broken.
He goes to the room and his coworker is in her bra and panties. My friend goes to look at the
equipment and it seems to work fine now.
His coworker lunges at him and says that she just wants to fuck. He obliges this time and sneaks
out of her room the next morning.
At breakfast the next morning, one of the ladies says that my friend must have really been tired last
night. Because she called to see if he could check the car and see if she lost an earring and bring it
to her, but he never answered.
My friend is now a firm pheromone user. The lady he fucked is now a fuck buddy. The second lady
is married so he didn't pursue. The third lady never made a move other than the talk.
He only used one spray. He is black and two of the ladies are white and one is Hispanic.
RoverRobb - September 27, 2016, 2:30 am

I have the spray version of this product. I can't quiet get my hands on how it behaves. I get really
hyper for the first hour. Then I start crashing. I get tired and no want to interact with anyone or think
straight. Maybe someone can fill me in.
How's the oil version of this?
metaltree - September 27, 2016, 3:32 am

(09-26-2016 9:30 PM)RoverRobb Wrote: &nbsp;I have the spray version of this product. I can't
quiet get my hands on how it behaves. I get really hyper for the first hour. Then I start crashing. I get
tired and no want to interact with anyone or think straight. Maybe someone can fill me in.
How's the oil version of this?
You might be Androstenone sensitive. The hyper feeling you feel might be from the Androstenone
in evolve. Try another high Androstenone product and see if the affects you the same way.
Also you may gain a tolerance to the hyper feeling after trying the product a few times so don't give
up on it yet.
RoverRobb - September 27, 2016, 2:11 pm

(09-26-2016 10:32 PM)metaltree Wrote: &nbsp;You might be Androstenone sensitive. The hyper
feeling you feel might be from the Androstenone in evolve. Try another high Androstenone product

and see if the affects you the same way.
Also you may gain a tolerance to the hyper feeling after trying the product a few times so don't give
up on it yet.
Yea, that's could be it! Man, I got so much to learn. I crash the same way with AV. With DP, I'm
completely restless and crash the next day.
What do you guys recommend for Androstenone sensitivite guy?
Androcles - September 27, 2016, 2:59 pm

(09-27-2016 9:11 AM)RoverRobb Wrote: &nbsp;Yea, that's could be it! Man, I got so much to learn.
I crash the same way with AV. With DP, I'm completely restless and crash the next day.
What do you guys recommend for Androstenone sensitivite guy?
I recommend using common sense. This applies to anything. Bug spray, sun tan lotion, peanuts,
cilantro....etc, etc.
Try to read the newbies section. You will see suggestions about self help on knowledge before you
start asking questions like this.
Its ironic you can identify individual molecules by name, but you ask a silly question in my opionion.
Of course you will ask for my point. My point is to keep you from starting a distraction on this thread.
Welcome!
metaltree - September 27, 2016, 3:13 pm

(09-27-2016 9:11 AM)RoverRobb Wrote: &nbsp;What do you guys recommend for Androstenone
sensitivite guy?
The pheromone XS website lists the ingredients of many of the products under the specification tab
of the product. Just pick a product that doesn't have Androstenone.
D_Darko - September 27, 2016, 4:05 pm

(09-27-2016 9:11 AM)RoverRobb Wrote: &nbsp;Yea, that's could be it! Man, I got so much to learn.
I crash the same way with AV. With DP, I'm completely restless and crash the next day.
What do you guys recommend for Androstenone sensitivite guy?
Look into Nude from LAL or Core from Apex. Maybe something from the HAX line. I would
recommend Black Ops.
RoverRobb - September 27, 2016, 5:39 pm

Great idea, guys. I will check out other products being recommended. I do buy products from
Pheromones XS. Ships in timely manner, a lot of freebies I still have yet to try after I look at the
description. Who could pass up on free candy and glow stick either. I especially like that
hand-written card from the owner. Shows that my business is appreciated!
Snoopyace - September 27, 2016, 5:44 pm

Love Potion Super Sexy 4 Men is a fun attractive phero that is lower in in androstenone. It works
really well for me with women in general (not just my bride).
haggy - October 10, 2016, 6:07 am

I remembered once i wore evolve oil and a young girl standing next to me, starts breathing very
heavily almost like asthma and that freaks me out.

DarkLord1 - October 12, 2016, 3:15 pm

Another Evolve story for a friend who does not post....He called me yesterday excited about this
one.
A coworker comes into his office and he is wearing Evolve spray (1 spray). He doesn't really believe
in pheromones, but I talked him into at least buying Evolve.
So a 40ish year old female he works with comes into his office to work on a project. They are
working and he notices that she keeps adjusting herself in her seat.
She asks for some water....Fine....He has one of those 5 gallon water dispensers in his office
because the rest of the workers are too cheap to spring for a water dispenser for everyone.
She stops working again and he asks if she is ok and she says that she needs to leave....That she
feels funny.
After she leaves he sees a wet spot on her seat and now he believes in pheromones.
He has tried to flirt with her in the past, but she has not shown interest. And even though she had
this experience, she doesn't appear to be interested in taking things further. As I told my friend,
someone may have a physical response and still not be interested in having more of a response
with you. He was still excited by the response.
I usually have friends that I introduce to Pheromones use Evolve or M3X because they are both
really well buffered and you see results without driving people away, in my opinion.
Better to spray and pray then oil and spoil....for a first timer. In my mind, oil is more advanced and
takes someone with more experience to appreciate the difference.
RedEyes - October 12, 2016, 3:34 pm

Hi @DarkLord1
would you recommend EvolveSX with copulins?
I have oil version without copulins, it's awesome!
and I'm curious about the cops version.
another question:
would you recommend EvolveSX combo with CohesionSX or strait Androstadienone ?
Thanks!
DarkLord1 - October 12, 2016, 3:48 pm

(10-12-2016 10:34 AM)RedEyes Wrote: &nbsp;Hi @DarkLord1
would you recommend EvolveSX with copulins?
I have oil version without copulins, it's awesome!
and I'm curious about the cops version.
another question:
would you recommend EvolveSX combo with CohesionSX or strait Androstadienone ?
Thanks!
Both he and I have the older version without copulins (I have oil and spray...he just has spray).....If
you are after a physical connection, I am in the camp that you don't want to smell like you just got
some. So I personally don't advocate wearing copulins for that purpose. I like copulins for self

effects.
There are others that think the opposite. Evolve is a solid product anyway you slice it.
RedEyes - October 12, 2016, 6:19 pm

(10-12-2016 10:48 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Both he and I have the older version without
copulins (I have oil and spray...he just has spray).....If you are after a physical connection, I am in
the camp that you don't want to smell like you just got some. So I personally don't advocate wearing
copulins for that purpose. I like copulins for self effects.
There are others that think the opposite. Evolve is a solid product anyway you slice it.
Thanks for your reply DarkLord1
hmm.. then I'm think i'll order some copulins for the self effects and CohesionSX for combo with my
EvolvSX
OmegaM41 - October 16, 2016, 5:03 am

Hey guys, about to order some more Evolve because both my oil and spray bottles are just about
out! Evolve is a favorite of mine once I've reached the point of having sex with a girl because it
makes them more turned on and aggressive, and more wet as well. I forgot to wear Evolve when
visiting a FWB last week and could tell a difference in how wet she got. Wore it again last night
(finished my bottle) and my freshly washed sheets now have a huge stain where she was lying
because she was so dripping wet. Anyway, I'm going back and forth between the spray and the oil.
Leaning towards the spray because it's more versatile (mainly, can put some in a smaller bottle to
carry with me if I want to apply it later in the night, or reapply) but I'm debating it because if the oil
hits harder, maybe that would be the better option? Although not as much projection on the oil.
Decisions, decisions!
BigDickBandit420 - October 16, 2016, 5:24 am

I just ordered evolve spray today - unscented. I'm interested in trying it out with P83 from androtics the disinhibiting molecule.
cabooster - February 3, 2017, 3:34 am

So, I purchased the ACE spray pack and gave Evolve a test run for a couple of days. I sprayed two
sprays (one on each side of neck), covered it with a cover scent, and went to a couple of social
gatherings. Point of notification: I sprayed maybe 30-60 minutes before exposing anyone to it.
Gathering 1: A buddy of mine's girlfriend seemed to be a lot more interested in me than normal.
She chatted with me quite a bit and kept hugging me. Other guys in the group seemed to like
speaking with me as well. No negatives.
Gathering 2: A girl I've known for a little less than a year gave me a hug when I walked in
(completely normal). However after we hugged and she walked away, she turned around and with
what I guess was a "deer in headlights look" exclaimed to me and everyone else there "your smell
great!" Her boyfriend seemed upset. I just chalked it up to my cover scent.
Question about cover scents: do I apply the spray first then cover scent or is it the other way
around? Thansk!
arkailija - February 3, 2017, 5:59 pm

I've personally applied the spray first, let it dry off for few minutes and then apply the cover scent.
I think my Evolve spray is scented, I haven't used it that much as my social life is very silent as it is
... But I'll surely take it with me when I go on a trip.

Sometimes I feel certain Pheromones don't need so much covering, if I let the Evolve sit on my skin
at least 10 minutes before going anywhere, I think it's fine without a cover.
I do usually spritz something close to the application point though, but sometimes it's pheromone
application only.
So far no ill remarks, except few times from kids I think! :-D Many of them are so honest, hehe.
TheManInTheFedora - February 5, 2017, 8:03 am

I've got the ACE pack on the way. I can't wait to try the components out individually. However, I am
really curious as to the possibilities of evolve...some say that the spray is not that great, rather the oil
is better. However, currently I am in a cold climate so I think that the spray will hit faster. Also, I
hear that evolve goes better with P96 or Androstadienone . I got Androstadienone so I can't wait to
test down the line.
Cheers to all!
haggy - February 5, 2017, 2:05 pm

Does the spray has more subtle smell than the oil one? My one sample has this strong gum smell.
TheManInTheFedora - February 7, 2017, 6:39 am

(02-05-2017 9:05 AM)haggy Wrote: &nbsp;Does the spray has more subtle smell than the oil one?
My one sample has this strong gum smell.
When I receive it in the mail - probably next week, I will see what kind of smell it has.
Bodegaz - May 13, 2017, 9:33 am

Everytime I use evolve, girls get super nervous and it turns them off or something. Is evolve too
strong with my natural phero?
They get super nervous and can barely talk, they stutter, said "I dunno" a lot.
Am I not using it correctly?
TheManInTheFedora - May 13, 2017, 9:41 am

(05-13-2017 4:33 AM)Bodegaz Wrote: &nbsp;Everytime I use evolve, girls get super nervous and it
turns them off or something. Is evolve too strong with my natural phero?
They get super nervous and can barely talk, they stutter, said "I dunno" a lot.
Am I not using it correctly?
That means it's working...it is causing sexual tension. To instill comfort into your targets, try using
Cohesion in conjunction with Evolve. Many forum veterans report success with this and other
combinations...Ascend+Cohesion+Evolve or Xist+Cohesion+Evolve [+ Loveboat]....you can use the
search function to read.
Regarding my initial post about the smell of Evolve...yes, the spray has a strong smell which fades
a bit with time. You should use a cover perfume on top of the Pheromone application.
Good Luck.
jb20 - May 13, 2017, 10:28 am

(05-13-2017 4:33 AM)Bodegaz Wrote: &nbsp;Everytime I use evolve, girls get super nervous and it
turns them off or something. Is evolve too strong with my natural phero?

They get super nervous and can barely talk, they stutter, said "I dunno" a lot.
Am I not using it correctly?
Try half spray.
Spider-mone - May 13, 2017, 3:02 pm

(05-13-2017 4:33 AM)Bodegaz Wrote: &nbsp;Everytime I use evolve, girls get super nervous and it
turns them off or something. Is evolve too strong with my natural phero?
They get super nervous and can barely talk, they stutter, said "I dunno" a lot.
Am I not using it correctly?
how many sprays are you using? how are you acting when you're around these girls? evolve is a
sexual so you can't spray evolve on and then not act sexual. you won't be congruent with the vibe
you're sending.
when you see them get nervous, it might be due to the sexual tension evolve is creating. when you
see the nervousness, try turning the conversation sexual. make some jokes, use innuendos. make
their sexual nervousness make sense to them. if they're getting horny all of a sudden and all you're
doing is talking about the weather, this will make no sense to them and might creep them out. you
have to make the vibe make sense.
an example, let's say you're standing in line at the grocery store and this old lady comes up to you
and starts talking to you and all of a sudden you feel horny and get a raging boner .... how are you
going to feel while talking to this old lady now? you will also probably appear to be nervous or
uncomfortable because there's no reason to have a raging boner at that moment!!
LoveInSpain - May 13, 2017, 4:17 pm

Evolve oil stinks. But it works. I've made many of my female friends nervous and edgy whilst I've
worn it around them. Some of them get wet after about 30 minutes exposure, but even though they
might be physically aroused, they are not necessarily emotionaly aroused. It is as if the mix affects
only certain physical reflexes with some women.
My gf always complains that I smell strange (I blame it on an essential oil which is a mosquito
repellent). But she also has monster orgasms.
Vellskud - May 14, 2017, 9:10 am

I have 10 ml spray evolve.. I used to use 2 sprays on my neck.. But every time i use it, i feel so hot
that makes me sweating even the weather is cold..
Any guys of u felt something like this..??
Arrow - May 28, 2017, 11:52 am

Tread lightly with Evolve. It does give off a very strong scent.
The last time I used Evolve, which was quite a while ago, it gave off a strong smell similar to urine.
If you have any of the sample spray bottles from PheromoneXS, put a little in there and go with 1
spray.
If I remember correctly, I think 1 spray from the sample bottle equals 1/2 spray from the regular size
bottle.
Also...Use a good cover scent because the smell will still be strong even at 1/2 spray.
(05-13-2017 4:33 AM)Bodegaz Wrote: &nbsp;Everytime I use evolve, girls get super nervous and it
turns them off or something. Is evolve too strong with my natural phero?

They get super nervous and can barely talk, they stutter, said "I dunno" a lot.
Am I not using it correctly?
Tezeus - May 31, 2017, 8:28 pm

I just buy Evolve spray in the new Le Male scent and its smell much better than original to me and a
little diferrent.Must be the mone content because afther 3-4 hours i can smell a piss scent from the
apps.
VishRemma - June 2, 2017, 9:21 pm

I have a small bottle of Evolve Oil with cops, and I can tell you that it is really, really strong stuff.
Some of the stinkiest stuff I have ever bought also. A little goes a very long way. That being said,
the stuff just plain old works.
I tried it many times, and it is just too strong for me even at 1 drop, so I diluted it 1:4 with some
almond oil. I still get great results, and I am able to cover it sufficiently. It took me a while to find a
cologne to cover it, as the stuff I usually wear like Aqua de Gio, and such didnt cut it. I finally found a
scent, Mont Blanc, that smells great and covers it perfectly.
The next time I buy Evolve oil I am going to get without the cops, and add cops as needed for the
situation.
One last story...I once was wearing Evolve oil (before I diluted it), 2 drops behind my ears, and a
little on top of my head. I was going to a cocktail party at someones house. i walked up to a group of
4 women in their late 40's chatting, and talked to them for about five minutes. I noticed that all 4 of
them were getting flushed in their face and their neck areas. One of them who was blond, her
cleavage was all red as well. I think I gave them all a hot flash! Strong stuff.
TheManInTheFedora - June 2, 2017, 9:44 pm

(06-02-2017 4:21 PM)VishRemma Wrote: &nbsp;The next time I buy Evolve oil I am going to get
without the cops, and add cops as needed for the situation.
Evolve does NOT contain cops....I looked at the PXS website. Do you mean Ascend which can
contain cops or it can be without cops? Evolve has never contained cops.
Tezeus - June 2, 2017, 10:17 pm

Must be confused.It has Ascend with cops maybe
idej1 - July 14, 2017, 8:15 pm

Tried 2 sp Evolve to the chest and 1.5-2 drop Cohesion oil to the chest ( not used to the bottle yet,
must get some euro dropper).
My 3rd time using mones.
Environment is at home.
Objective is more sack time with the SO and to get back those "what others to be feelings" when we
started dating
No noticeable self effect though the smell is still strong 6-7 hours later.
Outcome is inconclusive, can tell she's tired. Will try again in a more conducive timing.
Dechan - February 12, 2018, 12:27 am

Amount: 4 Sprays
1 Spray right/left on the neck
1 Spray on each arm
Location:
A big densly crowded bar.
Train.
Me:
24 years old, casual clothes, athletic body
Outside:
At zero degrees it was completly useless outside.
Experience:
I'm not sure with the range of Evolve. I had some smooth conversation, but it works like a hidden
ninja for me. The only sign I'm really able to see is, that girls like to talk. No other obvious signs of
attraction or sexual stuff.
I don't believe in overdosing, but I think 4 Sprays were to much and unnecessary.
In the train I was sitting two seats away from a 30s blonde woman at midnight. Here we can see the
same ninja thing. She was interested in me, but not that abvios like with alfa maschio.
The waterfall pussy rumor is true. Use it for safe lays, it's awesome.
I watched this video about Evolve on youtube and this dude was like "oh yeah all the girls at work
came to me and told me their life stories etc.", so I tried it solo too for pick up. Imo, solo for pick up,
it's useless.
It's not social and not alpha. It's just a pure sexual.
I'm really unsatisfied with these results and I will try it again solo for pick up, but I don't believe
something will change. Maybe I should be more aggressive.
Had somebody a different experience with evolve?
Keep your bodies ripped guys. Have fun and Dechan out.
Jimmy42 - February 12, 2018, 1:42 pm

(02-11-2018 7:27 PM)Dechan Wrote: &nbsp;Amount: 4 Sprays
1 Spray right/left on the neck
1 Spray on each arm
Location:
A big densly crowded bar.
Train.
Me:
24 years old, casual clothes, athletic body
Outside:
At zero degrees it was completly useless outside.
Experience:
I'm not sure with the range of Evolve. I had some smooth conversation, but it works like a hidden

ninja for me. The only sign I'm really able to see is, that girls like to talk. No other obvious signs of
attraction or sexual stuff.
I don't believe in overdosing, but I think 4 Sprays were to much and unnecessary.
In the train I was sitting two seats away from a 30s blonde woman at midnight. Here we can see the
same ninja thing. She was interested in me, but not that abvios like with alfa maschio.
The waterfall pussy rumor is true. Use it for safe lays, it's awesome.
I watched this video about Evolve on youtube and this dude was like "oh yeah all the girls at work
came to me and told me their life stories etc.", so I tried it solo too for pick up. Imo, solo for pick up,
it's useless.
It's not social and not alpha. It's just a pure sexual.
I'm really unsatisfied with these results and I will try it again solo for pick up, but I don't believe
something will change. Maybe I should be more aggressive.
Had somebody a different experience with evolve?
Keep your bodies ripped guys. Have fun and Dechan out.
In my experience the sexual mones work more effectively when paired with another mone that can
give the combo more depth. I find a social/sexual or a status/sexual mix much more effective for
both attraction hits and general increased romantic activity from my woman.
avi - February 13, 2018, 12:29 pm

4sprays are too much imho. I was using combo of 2sp Taboo and 1-2sp Evolve. Also 2sp Core +
2sp Taboo + 1sp Evolve. Some people shared their successes with ACE combo, Cohesion+Evolve
combo, XiSt+Evolve combo.
Sent from my LG-H815 G4 with Tapatalk
Scottie2Hottie - February 13, 2018, 9:25 pm

I agree, 4 sprays is way too much. Only 1 spray is recommended by SteveO. Evolve is 20 mcg of
Androstenone/spray. That alone is quite a bit. Even 2 sprays (40 mcg) is pushing it. Test just 1 spray
for awhile and see what kind of results you get. Also keep in mind that Evolve is supposed to
change from social to sexual over time. If you want to see the sexual side of this product you're
going to need extended exposure.
theLaw - February 13, 2018, 9:55 pm

I know that most people disagree with more sprays, but here's an example of some heavier mixes
using higher doses:
from DiscoverXS:
Quote:SuperMan Mix: 4x Evolve, 4x Ascend w/Cops
Superman II: 4x Evolve, 4x Ascend w/Cops, 4x XiST
Superman III: 4x Evolve, 4x Ascend w/Cops, 4x XiST, 1x Cohesion
https://discoverxs.com/forum/mens-journals/41098-catlord-s-journal?view=stream
Keep in mind that on another thread here higher doses are being used with great success.
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-BAD-WOLF-AQUA-VITAE-SEXUAL-ATOM-BOMB
MacCauley - February 13, 2018, 10:38 pm

Whether 4 sprays is too much, sweet spot or too little is subjective. I use SOB spray at 4 or 5 sprays
with no problems. The none is well buffered in Evolve anyways so I don't think 4 sprays is too much.
Just my opinion. Now I want to try those Superman mixes.
hizzy - February 16, 2018, 12:13 am

So today i tried just one spray of Evolve and here how it went thru the day.
Went to lunch with couple as it was v'day. The female friend almost instantly complimented my hair
and asked why i did with my hair and that i look very nice today. (i know her for 3 years and she
never told anything close to that to me).
Then as we were actually eating and whole place was surrouned with couples i noticed one funny
stare from close by table from one girl. As they left another couple came in and again i could see as
she was typing on her cell phone i noticed how she was just carving for eye contact with me,
actually looked at me for few times and kept eyes for 2 seconds then returned to cell. And then at
last we went to pub for a coffee. Very attractive girl was sitting more than 20 feets away from out
table, she was with one friend and her boyfriend sitting with turned back towards me. I noticed one
very strong eye contact from 20 feets away that lasted for sure 3-4 seconds, then started to twirl hair
gently and slowly. She looked directly at my eyes in 45 minutes at least 6-7 times. While they werr
leaving her boyfriend gave me some kind of nervous and puzzled look altough he didn't saw
anything as he was turned back to me.
Dechan - April 21, 2018, 2:53 pm

I encountered a situation three times (3 different days), where Evolve effectively destroyed the
sexual willingness of my japanese girl. Completely.
I fucked her multiple times with Evolve before and it's just strange. Does anybody have a possible
explanation for this behaviour?
I believe she was wet, because of evolve and it was not normal for her, so she blocked, because
she felt uncomfortable.
Lostdreams - April 21, 2018, 4:16 pm

Dechan:
Evolve usually spikes things up for me and me lady!
Was she having a bad day? Maybe your use
conflicted with her feelings that day...
f.i. She got in a big fight with her mom,
a friend or family member died, she got fired, etc, etc?
Then u come strolling in like a beast in heat.
Sheâ€™s emotional for whatever reason and
nows getting wet for no reason, perhaps?
Were you sensitive to whats going on in her life?
Scottie2Hottie - April 21, 2018, 9:30 pm

Was she on her period?
stefdude - April 24, 2018, 10:50 am

Asians don't do well with high -none products and evolve is maybe the most potent none product in
the market, it stinks!If you are close to her ovulation you could benefit but it seems the rule is it acts
against you.

Lostdreams - April 24, 2018, 8:19 pm

(04-24-2018 5:50 AM)stefdude Wrote: &nbsp;Asians don't do well with high -none products and
evolve is maybe the most potent none product in the market, it stinks!If you are close to her
ovulation you could benefit but it seems the rule is it acts against you.
No wonder me love evolve.
Love its smell and love its way with the ladies.
Addin it to cap swoon and it definitely spiced things up.
Maybe he should try just swoon.
Rcount - May 6, 2019, 10:37 pm

from very little experience evolve got me laid 1 time (i use 4/4+ sprays)
20yr old girl sex at first sight
not just evolve, i went there, i approached, i talked, i took it too the next level, i dealt with
resistance, everything, but got laid using evolve.
it makes easier to have sex, doesn't make it easy.
i received and tested evolve this past week(once)
i approached a few before i got a good one(yes girl/dtf girl)

i tested evolve further, i got this girl, we made out, fasting forward.... she would not want to have
sex
she told me various times that she was really horny , i amped the dose making it 6+ 10+ idk how
many sprays, but i could not do it
i didn't seem to od ? also i didn't do it, did i od?
i am used to Androstenone Pheromone Concentrate, very old stuff, still works wonders, i bought it
in bulk many years ago, i always use mones like i used Androstenone Pheromone Concentrate,
adding more, should i be patient and don't amp the dosage?
later the same day , i added liik v2 nos and went at it again but could not do it again (v2 1or2
sprays)
her groin area was burning hot, i noticed that, both the first time and second time with the liik v2 and
evolve
i didn't change clothes or washed anything, it was like 3 hours later i added the V2 and went meet
her again

the second time she seemed tired(liik v2 and evolve mix)
btw the 3 hours period i went to meet my GF and got the evolve wet effect, so i can't figure out if
they are oding in none, because they keep getting horny???
my gf is usually not ready to go, needs some rubbing but with evolve she never needs warm up and
gets extremely wet, even i get all wet from her, but it works with 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 10+ sprays, is that
normal, am i odding?
i usually apply evolve many hours before i go to my GF, sometimes 8+ hours, and she still gets the
effect

ohhw the first time(100% evolve) was day time
harrisfarms - September 21, 2019, 11:43 pm

(01-05-2014 11:07 AM)20 Franc Wrote: &nbsp;My first experience with 2 sprays Evolve on my
chest (more than a year ago): Moving up to the cashier in a small shop my space was suddenly
invaded by a cute 14 year old girl. She had moved fast and was suddenly standing next to me
unusually close. Another girl and the mother (?) was 5 meters away looking at something for a
minute, then the other girl decided to come close too.
I was paying for someting and both girls were happily observing, the first girl's body touching mine
several times. They were both unnaturally close to this stranger 4 times their age. I smiled to the
cuties but didn't say a word as jailtime is not really for me.
The Evolve app. was 2 hours old and it was summer, the girls were typical Scandinavian blondes.
Cute 14 year old girl?? That's weird asf to say
avi - October 1, 2019, 5:08 am

@harrisfarms and @20 Franc, some years ago I had such a weird experience. The girl was under
14yo, and I was over 40.
But combo was :
Evolve - 1 spray
Taboo - 2 sprays
Sent from LG G4 with Tapatalk
CNC1 - October 4, 2019, 4:56 am

(10-01-2019 12:08 AM)avi Wrote: &nbsp;@harrisfarms and @20 Franc, some years ago I had such
a weird experience. The girl was under 14yo, and I was over 40.
But combo was :
Evolve - 1 spray
Taboo - 2 sprays
Sent from LG G4 with Tapatalk Uhhhh........
TheClumsyAlchemist - January 19, 2020, 12:38 am

Just reporting with my experience so far, will reply with future updates in future.
Wore Evolve to the bar solo last night.
Amount: 2 Sprays
1 Spray right/left on the neck, with Old Navy branded Ember cologne underneath

Location:
A small sports bar
Me:
28 years old, casual clothes, athletic, toned body
Experience:
The bar itself is not a good bar for pick up in general. It's small and not in a big city. I live
(unfortunately) in Everett, a depressing suburb of Seattle up North. It's always cold and dreary
outside.
Anyhow, the positives: The two most attractive women in the bar ended up coming to the bar and
saying words to me, and seemed to be in a talkative mode. The first was a brunette. I was at the
bar and I heard her asking for gum or a mint from bartender. I gave her a piece of my Extra Polar
ice. Then as she was leaving with her cockblocking friend, she tossed over an extra mint she had
obtained from the bartender.
The second woman was a red head. I was closing out and she asked wear the bartenders were
(they were in the back) and I said hopefully closing me out. She responded with that they should be
at the registers and she noticed a bottle of perfume on the register and commented on it and I said "I
don't know anything about perfume, I don't wear perfume I'm a cologne guy" jokingly to which she
laughed. Then I gave bartender two forms of my name (Jake and Jacob) so they could find me and
she commented on that then I got her name (Genevieve?) and I tried to spell it and she said "Close."
Then she went to go take her shot at pool and I left.
All in all it was ok I am gonna try again at a downtown bar tonight and drop the spray to 1 in the
middle of neck and spray two Taboos on each side of neck to add social flirty vibe. Taboo has been
my fav mone so far ever since trying it last year at the movie theatre I worked at. Got tons of hits
from younger girls of late teens early 20's.
TheClumsyAlchemist - January 20, 2020, 6:58 am

So I went bar hopping downtown Everett and ended up at a cocktail lounge (basically the only
dance club in town). I wore 2 Taboos on sides of neck with 1 Evolve on adam's apple, with a spray
of Cohesion on the back of the neck. Wore Indigo cologne, another Old Navy branded cologne
underneath the Taboo, which is Aqua Di Gio scented.
Felt pretty stiff all night. Made a couple guy friends instantly after showing up to the club, they
were pretty talkative. This was all our first times at the club. I had a margarita and eventually
transitioned into a dancing mode.
Nothing really happened, sadly. Though I know an IOI when I see one. I noticed an IOI as I was
on the dance floor from a really cute, innocent and shy looking young brunette at the bar. She was
gorgeous, and there was a really dumb looking guy grinding on her, which may have been her bf, a
random guy, or whatever but it seemed like she was unhappy with her current status. She kept
giving me the eyes. I couldn't do anything because of the cockblock grinding up on her.
Anyhow, that's it. I don't know if Cohesion is good for clubs. It might make me too relaxed, and just
not in an approach type mood. I may save that one for first dates or whatever. Maybe others can
weigh in on Cohesion. It seems to help lower anxiety, but it also lowers my mood to socialize I feel.
Not sure, maybe I'm wrong.
Until next time!

Lostdreams - January 21, 2020, 2:37 am

Clumsy
Nice reports.
Your'e right. You need to skip the cohesion and go back to
evolve solo or taboo solo.
Try upping your solo doses.
Bodegaz - January 21, 2020, 7:01 am

Been using TLG with current girlfriend. Sex began to slow down after a few months. Started using
evolve 1 spray and we have been having sex I think everytime and usually multiple times depending
how lazy we are and stay in bed all day (good for pleasure bad for productivity). Super wet and fuck
the shit out of me like never before. Made me feel like a piece of meat lol and rethink if she is just
using me for sex? Lol.
Snoopyace - January 21, 2020, 12:20 pm

(Today 2:01 AM)Bodegaz Wrote: &nbsp;Been using TLG with current girlfriend. Sex began to slow
down after a few months. Started using evolve 1 spray and we have been having sex I think
everytime and usually multiple times depending how lazy we are and stay in bed all day (good for
pleasure bad for productivity). Super wet and fuck the shit out of me like never before. Made me feel
like a piece of meat lol and rethink if she is just using me for sex? Lol.
Your Evolve experiences have mirrored mine. Super soaker orgasms that come very quickly and
marathon sessions. Fun stuff!

